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Col du Galibier b HC climbs

One of the true giants of the Alps, 
the Galibier has seen many battles 

between rivals for the yellow jersey, 
and will do so again at the 2017 TourCol du 

Galibier
Words ELLIS BACON   

Photography GEORGE MARSHALL

was found dead as the result of a 
cocaine overdose in a Rimini hotel 
on Valentine’s Day 2004 – a sad end 
to one of the most exciting, if flawed, 
riders of the modern age.

Early years
Happily, the Col du Galibier is more 
often the stage for hot, sunny days 
and happy memories. Situated in 
the heart of the French Alps, on the 
northern edge of the Ecrins National 
Park, the 2,642m-high Galibier will 
make its 63rd appearance in the Tour 
de France in 2017 (on the day that this 
issue of Cyclist lands in shops). The 
last time the Tour visited was in 2011, 
when the Galibier featured in two 
stages. It made its first appearance in 
1911 as one of four climbs to showcase 
the Alps, after the Pyrenees had been 
introduced to the race the year before.

On the fifth stage of that 1911 
edition – a truly epic 366km between 
Chamonix and Grenoble – the Galibier 
was on the menu alongside the Col  
des Aravis, the Col du Télégraphe and 
the Col du Lautaret. The stage was 
won by Frenchman Emile Georget,  
15 minutes ahead of countryman Paul 
Duboc. Georget also holds the honour 
of being the first rider to crest the 
Galibier in the Tour. He, Duboc and 
race winner Gustave Garrigou are said 
to be the only riders who got up the 
climb without walking, which was  
no mean feat seeing as it was still  
an unmade road in those days.

 W hile race leader 
Jan Ullrich 
cracked in 
the cold, wet 
weather, Marco 

Pantani appeared galvanised. This  
was Stage 15 of the troubled 1998  
Tour de France, between Grenoble  
and Les Deux Alpes, which Pantani 
had started with a three-minute 
deficit to the German. It would 
require an explosive effort on  
his part to get back on terms.

And so when he attacked on 
the Col du Galibier, Pantani gave it 
everything. The Italian’s on-the-drops 
climbing style mimicked the way the 
sprinters grip their handlebars, and 
he wouldn’t have been far off them 
speed-wise, either.

On such a damp and grey 
day, Ullrich’s equally grey pallor 
contrasted with Pantani’s glowing, 
glistening tan, and the pops of blue 
and yellow of his matching bike, team 
kit, glasses and bandana. ‘Il Pirata’ 
would end the day all in yellow, after 
turning his three-minute deficit into  
a six-minute advantage.

While the German would claw 
back two and a half minutes in the 
final time-trial to secure the second 
step on the podium in Paris, Pantani’s 
heroics on the Galibier had decided 
the race and he held on to win his 
first, and only, Tour de France.

Tragedy would later befall one 
of the Galibier’s heroes: Pantani P 



From its first 
appearance in the  
1911 Tour de France  
until 1938, the Col du 
Galibier marked the 
highest point of the 
race, and at 2,645m  
it’s still a contender 
whenever it features
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The Galibier has only been used 
as a stage finish once in the 63 times 
the Tour has visited. Instead, it tends 
to feature either early or late on in a 
stage, with Briançon to the south a 
popular start or finish, depending  
on which way the climb is tackled: 
north to south or south to north.

From the north, the Galibier 
‘officially’ starts from the town of 
Valloire, from where it’s 18km uphill 
at an average of 6.9%. In reality, the 
climbing starts another almost 20km 
further north, at the town of Saint-
Michel-de-Maurienne, and takes 
riders via the Col du Télégraphe, with 
a short, shallower downhill section 
splitting the two climbs.

From the south, the climb begins 
from the top of the Col du Lautaret, 
and as you turn north onto the D902 
road from the D1091, you’re faced 
with an 8.5km climb at an average  
of 6.9%, with a maximum gradient  
in the final kilometre of 12.8%.

A huge monument to Tour founder 
Henri Desgrange stands proudly 
near the summit on the south side, 

FROM THE SOUTH  
(COL DU LAUTERET)
Height at summit: 2,642m 

Altitude gain: 585m 

Length: 8.5km 

Average gradient: 6.9% 

Maximum gradient: 12.8% 

Times in the Tour de France: 17 

Most recent summit leader: 

Andy Schleck (2011) 

Current best Strava time:  

KoM 25min 10sec, Daan Olivier, 

Netherlands (LottoNL-Jumbo) 

QoM 31min 54sec, Alice  

Cobb, UK

and the Souvenir Henri Desgrange, 
introduced in 1947, remains a prize 
awarded at the Tour to the rider who 
is first across the highest summit 
featured in the race each year: often 
it’s the Tourmalet (2,115m) or the 
Izoard (2,360m) in years when the 
Tour skips the Galibier, which is in 
turn trumped by the Iseran (2,770m) 
or the Cime de la Bonette (2,802m).

In fact, from its first appearance 
in 1911 until 1938, the Galibier 
appeared in every edition as the 
Tour’s highest point, before the Iseran 
was introduced. Both climbs featured 
again in 1939 before the Tour ground 
to a halt during the Second World War. 
Once it started up again in 1947, the 
Galibier was back (now boasting the 
monument to Desgrange, who died in 
1940) although the climb would never 
again enjoy the same frequency of use 
that it had prior to the war.

In recent years, the Galibier has 
twice had to be omitted from the 
route due to bad weather. In 1996 it 
was dropped from Stage 9 because 
of snow, and the resulting shortened 

A huge monument to Tour 
founder Henri Desgrange 
stands near the summit 
P 
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46km-long stage, famously – or, 
given what we know now, infamously 
– saw Denmark’s Bjarne Riis trounce 
his closest rivals, putting 30 seconds 
into them to win the stage and take 
the yellow jersey, which he kept hold 
of the rest of the way to Paris.

In 2015, the Galibier was also 
dropped just prior to the race due to 
landslides that blocked the tunnel 
near the summit. That tunnel was 
closed between 1976 and 2002 for 
major repair work, and it was the new 
road diversion that took the riders up 
to 2,645m, dwarfing the previous col 
pass height of 2,556m, which was  
still nothing to be sniffed at. 

The great escape
Arguably the mountain’s finest hour 
came at the Galibier’s most recent 
appearance on the Tour route in 2011, 
when Andy Schleck punched the air 
with both fists as he crossed the line 

Arguably the mountain’s 
finest hour came at its most 
recent appearance in 2011

as the winner of Stage 18. It was, and 
remains, the only time that a Tour 
stage has finished at the summit of 
the Galibier, yet otherwise it was a 
throwback to the epic solo stage wins 
of yesteryear, conjuring up the ghosts 
of the likes of Coppi, Bahamontes or 
Schleck’s Luxembourg compatriot, 
Charly Gaul.

In the lead-up to the stage, Schleck 
and his Leopard-Trek team hatched a 
plan that they then carried out to the 
letter. Maxime Monfort was one of 
two riders (the other being Dutchman 
Joost Posthuma) who got into an early 
breakaway, ready to assist Schleck 
later on in the stage – a classic tactic 
employed by the likes of manager 
Bjarne Riis, from whose Saxo Bank 
team many of the Leopard-Trek  
riders had defected.

Monfort recounts his exploits that 
day in journalist Richard Moore’s book 
Étape. ‘When I knew I had Andy on 

P 

P 



Thanks to landslides  
in 2015, the Galibier has 
endured a six-year hiatus

The climb can be lonely 
if a brave rider fancies 

making a break – as 
Andy Schleck did on  

the Galibier’s last 
appearance in 2011
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my wheel, I could really kill myself,’ 
the Belgian says of leading Schleck 
through Briançon and on towards the 
start of the Col du Lautaret, where he 
finally ran out of steam. ‘I had a real 
role. It was important for the team, 
and there was a plan, a tactic. And  
it was Andy’s last chance.’

Alone now, going over the Lautaret 
and on to the Galibier, Schleck was 
reminded of the difficulty of going  
on the attack so far from the finish.

‘The headwind was all day, 65km 
into the wind,’ he tells Moore. ‘You 
could see the flags. There were lots of 
Luxembourg flags on the Galibier but 
all I could focus on was that they were 
blowing towards me, because of the 
headwind. It made it very, very tough.’

Fine as Schleck’s victory was, 
it was only the next day, when the 

Galibier again featured on the stage, 
climbed from the north, that the 
Luxembourger could finally wrest 
the yellow jersey from Frenchman 
Thomas Voeckler’s shoulders. And 
even then it wasn’t enough. Schleck 
lost the jersey to Cadel Evans in the 
time-trial the next day, and Andy and 
elder brother Frank would have to be 
content with flanking the Australian 
on the final podium in Paris.

Back with a vengeance
Thanks to those landslides that saw 
the climb removed from the 2015 Tour 
route, the Galibier has endured a six-
year hiatus since Schleck’s win. But 
in 2017 the climb makes a welcome 
return. And with Andy Schleck now 
retired – and, as of last year, Frank 
too – a new name will be crowned 

P 

P 
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FROM THE NORTH (SAINT-
MICHEL-DE-MAURIENNE)
Height at summit: 2,642m 

Altitude gain: 1,928m 

Length: 34.9km 

Average gradient: 5% 

Maximum gradient: 11% 

Times in the Tour de France: 14 

Most recent summit leader: 
Andy Schleck (2011) 

Current best Strava time: 

KoM 1h 39min 00sec,  

Warren Barguil, France 

QoM 1h 41min 01sec,  
Erica M, Italy

atop the mountain on Wednesday 
19th July, just four days before the 
end of the race, when Stage 17 of the 
Tour, starting in La Mure, takes in the 
Col d’Ornon, the Croix de Fer and 
the Télégraphe before topping things 
off with the Galibier. But, unlike for 
Andy Schleck, whoever is first to 
the summit is going to have to have 
their descending hat pulled on good 
and tight, as they will then have to 
contend with a 28km-long high-
speed drop down to the finish at the 
Serre Chavalier ski station, on the road 
that leads down towards Briançon.

If you have just picked up your 
copy of Cyclist on its first day on sale, 
then put it down now and turn on  
the TV. Trust us: you won’t want to  
miss this one.
Ellis Bacon is a freelance writer and 
co-author of The Cycling Anthology 
(Yellow Jersey Press)
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Col de 
l’Iseran Above: You’re not  

going to encounter  
snow on the Iseran’s 

lower slopes, but with 
the climb reaching 

2,770m it’s only a 
matter of time

Officially Europe’s highest pass, the  
Col de l’Iseran is as daunting a prospect  
for race organisers as it is for the riders

Words ELLIS BACON  Photography GEORGE MARSHALL

R acing over the highest 
mountain pass in Europe isn’t 
for the faint of heart. It also 
isn’t the easiest thing in the 
world to arrange logistically, 

which goes a long way to explaining why the 
2,770m-high Col de l’Iseran last featured in  
the Tour de France in 2007.

High time that it was used by the Tour again, 
then? Well, the organisers have been burned 
before: even at the height of summer, the Iseran 
often still has snow at the summit, and in 1996 
it had to be dropped from the route at the last 
minute, along with the Col du Galibier, due to 
bad weather. In all, the Tour has only successfully 
crested the summit seven times in the race’s P 
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place in a single day just the previous week, and 
the riders still had back-to-back ‘double stages’ 
to look forward to before the race finished in 
Paris – four stages in the final two days.

Belgium’s Sylvère Maes won the Iseran TT 
stage, and went on to finish the race in yellow, 
his second Tour win, having also won in 1936.

Double trouble
Most recently, Yaroslav Popovych led over the top 
of the Iseran when it featured early on Stage 9 of 
the 2007 Tour. Starting at Val d’Isère to the north, 

The Tour de France returned to  
the Iseran in 1939 for the its first 
ever mountain time -trial
climb’s ‘short’ side – from Bonneval to the south 
– and finished with a descent into Bourg-Saint-
Maurice for a total distance of 64km.

As if that wasn’t hard enough, this test 
against the clock was sandwiched by two others 
on one of the Tour’s then-popular ‘triple-stage’ 
days: three stages held in one day – in this case a 
126km circuit around Briançon, followed by the 
Iseran mountain TT, followed by another 104km 
from Bourg-Saint-Maurice to Annecy.

It wasn’t even the first triple stage at that  
1939 Tour. Stages 10a, 10b and 10c had taken 

history. Clearly the Iseran deserves to be 
treated as something rather special.

Hitting new heights
Belgian Félicien Vervaecke was the leader over 
the summit when the climb was first used by the 
Tour in 1938. Up to that point the highest climb 
was the Galibier at 2,556m – this was before the 
construction of a road that raised the Galibier’s 
summit to 2,645m. However, given the Iseran’s 
status as Europe’s highest pass outright, its 
crown is now assured.

Another Belgian, Marcel Kint, would win that 
stage in 1938 between Briançon and Aix-les-
Bains – his first of three that year – but the race 
would be remembered as a battle royal between 
Vervaecke and Italy’s Gino Bartali, with Bartali 
eventually coming out on top in Paris with an 
almost 20-minute advantage over Vervaecke.

The race returned to the Iseran the following 
year, this time for the Tour’s first ever mountain 
time-trial. The stage started halfway up the 

Above right: You  
have been warned.  

The gradient rises  
from 5.3% to 8.3%  

with 10km to go
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the stage crested the Iseran before a 50km 
descent to the foot of the Col du Télégraphe, 
then the double-whammy of the Télégraphe and 
Galibier before the finish in Briançon. The stage 
was won by Colombia’s Mauricio Soler, his effort 
going a long way to securing him the King of the 
Mountains jersey a fortnight later in Paris.

‘I remember that,’ 20-year-old Alex 
Braybrooke tells Cyclist over the phone from 
Provence. ‘It’s one of my first memories of the 
Tour de France – the year it started in London.’

It’s literally half a lifetime ago for Braybrooke, 
who now lives in the south of France, racing for 
French division-one outfit AVC Aix-en-Provence.

Like that 2007 Tour peloton, Braybrooke was 
part of a 126-strong bunch that tackled the Col 
de l’Iseran almost from the gun on the opening 
stage of this June’s Tour de Savoie, a five-stage 
UCI 2.2 race that, as its name suggests, takes 
place in Savoie and Haute-Savoie in the French 
Alps, close to the Italian border.

Tackling a 48km-long climb would be mind-
blowing at the best of times, even ignoring the 
fact that it came at the start of a tough four-day 
race (yep, one of the days included two stages, 
just like the Tour de France used to do). Factor 
in UCI Pro Continental competition in the form 
of the Italian Androni Giocattoli team, ‘fresh’ 
off the back of riding the Giro d’Italia, and the 
French Fortuneo-Vital Concept squad, who were 

The sheer number of Italian 
fans meant Chiappucci and  
the camera motorcycles  
almost ground to a halt

 The road links the 
valley of the Isère  

and the valley of the 
Arc River between  

Val d’Isère in the north 
and Bonneval-sur-Arc 
in the south. It’s often 

closed in winter due  
to heavy snowfall

P 
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heading to the Tour de France the following 
month, and you can see why Braybrooke says he 
found the prospect of racing up it ‘daunting’.

‘The night before I’d kind of broken it down 
in my head as being a 20km climb at the start, 
and then nearly 10km of flat through to Val 
d’Isère, and then a 16km climb to the top from 
there,’ the British rider explains. ‘And in fact, 
with fresh legs with it coming at the start of the 
race, those first 20km weren’t too bad, as it was  
a very wide bit of road, and a little bit rolling.

Braybrooke went over the top of the Iseran 
in the first group, although it was perhaps 
no surprise that he went so well. Campervan 
holidays to France when he was younger were 
often dictated by the climbs he’d read about.

‘I had this book of climbs, and when we came 
on holiday to the Alps, I’d persuade my parents 
to stop and camp close to the mountains I’d read 
about so that I could ride up them – although the 
Iseran was never one of those.’

Road? What road?
Tackling the climb from the north, up its 
longer route, as the Tour de Savoie did, was 
last done by the Tour de France in 1992, when 
Claudio Chiappucci dropped self-styled French 
housewives’ favourite Richard Virenque. It 

‘I didn’t know what to expect. I 
don’t think I’d ever gone that high 
even in a car! I didn’t know what 
was going to happen to my legs’

Above: The stone 
church at 2,764m is so 
close to the summit the 
pros will know their 
prayers have been 
answered when it 
appears into view

P provided the springboard for his epic solo 
victory at Sestriere, remembered particularly 
for the sheer number of fans – many of them 
ecstatic Italians, cheering on one of their own – 
and the insanity of Chiappucci and the camera 
motorcycles almost grinding to a halt with  
little hope of being able to see the road in  
front of them.

After passing through a series of tunnels  
next to the lakes at Tignes and Le Chevril, the 
ski-resort-town of Val d’Isère is where the  
climb really starts, with an average gradient  
of 6%versus the shallower 4.1% average over  
the entire 48km.

‘I’d ridden the Ronde de l’Isard earlier in 
the year, and we went up the Port de Pailhères, 
which was the first time I’d done a climb over 
2,000m in a race. This was obviously 2,770m. 
I didn’t know what to expect. I don’t think 
I’d ever gone that high even in a car!’ laughs 
Braybrooke. ‘I didn’t know what was going to 
happen to my legs, but it was OK, actually. My 
form was pretty good.’

Braybrooke finished an exceptional 26th at 
the Tour de Savoie, marking another step on his 
journey to becoming a pro rider – a journey that 
wouldn’t have been possible without financial 
assistance from the Dave Rayner Fund. 

FROM BOURG-ST-MAURICE
Summit: 2,770m

Altitude gain: 1,955m

Length: 48km

Average gradient: 4.1%

Maximum gradient: 12%

Times in the Tour de France: 2

Most recent summit leader: 

Claudio Chiappucci (1992)

Current best Strava time  

(from Val d’Isère):

KoM Pavel Sivakov (Russia) 

38min 09sec

QoM Laura Greenhalgh (UK) 

48min 10sec
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  ‘I wouldn’t be able to do what I do if the fund 
didn’t exist,’ he says. ‘It would be very difficult 
to base yourself abroad as a rider; the fund 
provides the financial lifeline that you need.’

One former beneficiary of the Dave Rayner 
Fund is Dan Martin, who now rides for Quick-
Step Floors and finished sixth overall at this 
year’s Tour de France (he also won the Tour de 
Savoie in 2007). Another beneficiary of the fund 
is Team Sky’s Tao Geoghegan Hart, who came 
second at the Tour de Savoie last year.

The Iseran certainly gets the thumbs up  
from Braybrooke, then, although he’s 
momentarily surprised when we tell him that 
the road had only reopened for the summer the 
week before he raced up it. ‘It wasn’t too bad at 
all. Someone, somewhere, perhaps knew that 
it was going to be OK for us to ride over it, so 
maybe they’ll be thinking about using it again  
at the Tour soon…’
Ellis Bacon is a freelance writer and co-author 
of The Cycling Anthology (Yellow Jersey Press)

] 

FROM LANSIEBOURG
Summit: 2,770m

Altitude gain: 1,371m

Length: 32.9km

Average gradient: 4.2%

Maximum gradient: 10.8%

Times in the Tour de France: 5

Most recent summit leader: 

Yaroslav Popovych (2007)

Current best Strava time:

KoM Thibaut Bellanger 

(France) 1h 32min 09sec

QoM Justine Barrow (USA) 

1h 43min 37sec
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The mountain with the cross of iron is only 
conquered by riders with a will of steel, as  

its history in the Tour de France attests

Col de la 
Croix de Fer Words ELLIS BACON  Photography GEORGE MARSHALL

C ast your mind back 
to your teenage years 
and to your possibly-
not-favourite subject 
of French, and you 

might – just might – have an inkling  
as to the translation of ‘Croix de Fer’.

‘Cross of iron’, anyone? Iron cross, 
in other words.

You don’t need to be a language 
buff or wordsmith to reach said cross, 
which sits at the mountain’s summit: 
you just need to be hard as nails 
yourself to climb to the top of this 
2,067m behemoth in the French Alps.

The Col de la Croix de Fer – the 
Iron Cross Pass – has been making 
life difficult for riders on the Tour 
de France since 1947. Italian Fermo 
Camellini was the first over the 
summit that year, and he would go  
on to win the stage, the first of two  
en route to seventh place overall.

In 18 appearances at the Tour, the 
Croix de Fer has never featured as 
a stage finish, presumably because 
there isn’t enough space to fit 
the Tour’s rather large finish line 
infrastructure at the summit. But it 
has nevertheless played a key role  
in softening up the legs of the Paris-
bound peloton and in moulding Tour 
victories. Many of the sport’s very best 
have enjoyed the honour of reaching 
the top of the climb first, including 
Gino Bartali, Fausto Coppi and 
Bernard Hinault.

However, it has only been since 
1989 that the Croix de Fer has been 
categorised as hors catégorie. Get that 
French going again: roughly, ‘beyond 
categorisation’, in other words very P 



FROM THE SOUTH (ALLEMOND)
Height at summit: 2,067m

Altitude gain: 1,292m

Length: 27.5km

Average gradient: 4.7%

Maximum gradient: 11.1%

Times in the Tour de France: 10

Most recent summit leader: 
Pierre Rolland (2015)

 

Current best Strava time:

KoM 1h 11min 44sec,
Louis Vervaeke (Lotto-Soudal),
Belgium

QoM 1h 30min 33sec, 
Julie Pelloux, France

Far left: The Chalet du 
Col de la Croix de Fer  
is the perfect place to 
enjoy a drink at the 
summit. Unless you’re 
competing in the Tour, 
that is, because the 
Croix de Fer has never 
hosted a stage finish
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tough. Prior to that, it was deemed 
to be a ‘mere’ first category climb.

Metal gurus
The Croix de Fer lies in the pretty 
Savoie department of France, 25km 
east of Grenoble, in a lush, green  
area of the Alps that can really only  
be described as a cyclist’s paradise. 
That is, if you’re a cyclist who enjoys 
riding up mountains. Nearby you’ll 
find more famous climbs than your 
legs will be able to take, including  
the Col de la Madeleine to the north, 
Alpe d’Huez to the south and the 
Galibier to the east.

There are three routes to the top 
of the Croix de Fer. From Saint-Jean-
de-Maurienne to the northeast, 
it’s a long, winding 30km grind to 
the summit, but with a relatively 
leisurely 5% average gradient. It’s a 
similar story from the other side, from 
Allemond in the southwest, which is 
the route the Tour will take when the 
Croix de Fer features on Stage 17 of 
this year’s race. Both routes feature 
maximum gradients of 11%.

The toughest route comes from La 
Chambre to the north, offering a 22km 
climb at an average gradient closer 
to 7%, which actually goes over the 
Col du Glandon, where the gradient 
reaches 15%, before joining the D926 
road from the west to take riders the 
last 3km to the top of the Croix de Fer.

It was this latter route that was 
used in the 2012 Tour when we saw 
arguably the most exciting battle to 
date for top honours at the summit. 
Europcar’s Pierre Rolland and Fredrik 
Kessiakoff (Astana) went shoulder-
to-shoulder in a lunge for the line, 
hoping to secure top points for the 
King of the Mountains competition.

Sweden’s Kessiakoff had taken  
the polka dot jersey after Stage 8,  
but had lost it two days later to 
Rolland’s Europcar teammate, 
Thomas Voeckler, and was of course 
trying to get it back, while Rolland 
was, presumably, looking to ‘swallow’ 
the points and limit Voeckler’s losses 
in his challenge for the title.

‘Most of the climbs during that 
2012 Tour were new to me,’ the  

The toughest route actually 
goes over the Col du Glandon, 
where the gradient reaches 15%
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Above: The Croix de 
Fer’s hairpins come 
thick and fast on  
the descent
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now-retired Kessiakoff tells Cyclist 
from his home in Stockholm. ‘I had 
done the Dauphiné and some other 
French races, but this was my Tour  
de France debut. I remember being 
really bummed after having had really 
good legs on the Col de la Madeleine 
earlier in the day, but still not being 
able to cross the GPM [Grand Prix  
de la Montagne] in first spot.

‘As we got closer to the top of the 
Croix de Fer, I was 100% determined 
to get full points this time. I noticed 
Pierre Rolland was sticking to my 
wheel, seeming really eager to beat 
me to it. As we got within sprinting 
distance of the summit, I remember 
having to swerve towards Rolland to 
avoid a motorbike that was parked on 
the outside of the road on the run-up 
to the line. Rolland was edging ahead 
but I wasn’t having it and I kept  
sprinting to the line.

‘Rolland was edging 
ahead but I wasn’t 
having it and I kept 
sprinting to the line’
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FROM THE NORTH 
(SAINT-JEAN-DE-MAURIENNE)
Height at summit: 2,067m

Altitude gain: 1,521m

Length: 30km

Average gradient: 5.1%

Maximum gradient: 11.5% 

Times in the Tour de France: 8

Most recent summit leader:
Alexandre Geniez (2015)

 

Current best Strava time:

KoM 1h 8min 20sec, Thibaut 
Pinot (Francaise des Jeux)

QoM 1h 44min 49sec 
Claire McB
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‘At first, I heard on the radio that 
I had been penalised for irregular 
sprinting’ – Rolland had been given 
first place – ‘but a short while 
afterwards I was awarded top points.’

Kessiakoff had done enough to  
take back the polka dot jersey after  
the stage, and held onto it for another 
four days until Voeckler’s stunning 
solo victory on Stage 16 – considered 
the Tour’s queen stage that year  
– hoovered up enough points for  
the Frenchman to take the jersey  
back and end up as King of the 
Mountains in Paris, much to 
Kessiakoff’s disappointment.

Back for more
Rolland made no mistake in ensuring 
that he was first to the top the next 
time the Tour crossed the Croix de 
Fer in 2015 – at least, he crossed the 
summit in the lead the first time the 
climb featured that year, on Stage 19. 
While relatively rare for a climb to 

be used twice in any one Tour – Alpe 
d’Huez, the Col du Tourmalet and the 
Col du Galibier are notable exceptions 
– in 2015 the Croix de Fer ended up 
being crossed two days in a row due  
to a last-minute route change.

Little more than a week before the 
start of the race, the organisers took 
the decision to re-route Stage 20, 
which should have climbed the Col 
du Télégraphe and the Galibier, due 
to repairs still being carried out on a 
tunnel on the road running between 
the Galibier and Alpe d’Huez after a 
landslide earlier in the year.

France’s Alexandre Geniez, 
therefore, remains the last rider to 
crest the Croix de Fer at the head of 
the race, thanks to that 20th stage 
re-route, after instigating a four-man 
breakaway almost from the gun, and 
then pushing on alone approaching 
the top of the climb.

OK, so he was eventually reeled in, 
but only on the final climb of the day 

While rare for a climb to be 
used twice in one Tour, in 2015 
the Croix de Fer ended up being 
crossed two days in a row
P 
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Riders face getting wet 
if they misjudge the 

hairpin on the southern 
descent from the col
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such as Geniez’s hands if he can again 
get away as part of an established 
breakaway. The race favourites may 
not come alive until the Galibier 
another 75km up the road, with a 
25km descent from the summit down 
to the finish in Serre Chavalier.

This time, the Croix de Fer will 
be tackled from Lac du Verney to the 
west, which is a ride of 24km at a 5.2% 
average, so arguably one of its ‘easier’ 
routes. But whatever happens, this will 
be a stage well worth watching, with 
the Croix de Fer once again playing 
a key role in ‘softening the legs’– its 
specialist subject. Unlike your French.
Ellis Bacon is a freelance writer 
and co-author of the The Cycling 
Anthology (Yellow Jersey Press)

of Alpe d’Huez, and inside 10km to 
the finish – a brave exploit that won 
him the day’s combativity prize as 
most aggressive rider.

Geniez will have his work cut out 
if he wants to repeat his exploits at 
the 2017 Tour de France (the Croix de 
Fer makes a welcome return as part 
of Stage 17, which starts in La Mûre 
and heads from the Croix de Fer to the 
Télégraphe and the Galibier). First, 
Geniez will have to get himself a place 
on the squad of the Romain Bardet-
led AG2R-La Mondiale team, which 
he joined this year from FDJ. Then 
he will once again have to overcome 
the world’s most talented climbers, 
although the Croix de Fer’s mid-stage 
positioning could play into a rider 

The Croix de Fer’s mid-stage 
positioning could play into 
Geniez’s hands if he can get 
away as part of a breakaway
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T
he Cime de la Bonette is home to 
Europe’s highest paved road, and is… 
what’s that you say? It’s not Europe’s 
highest paved road? Then why does 
it have a sign at the top saying it is?

It’s one of life’s little mysteries. Officially 
the Pico del Veleta in Spain’s Sierra Nevada 
mountains is the highest ‘proper’ road, reaching 
just over 3,300m. Still, the Cime de la Bonette  
is at least France’s highest paved road, which 
isn’t to be sniffed at.

However, if you’re talking about Europe’s 
highest cols things get even more confusing, 
because the Cime de la Bonette is not quite the 
same as the Col de la Bonette. A ‘col’ is a pass – a 
road that passes over the top of a climb en route 
to a descent down the other side – whereas the 
road around the Cime de la Bonette (‘the peak of 
the Bonette’) is just an extra loop for sightseeing, 
which bumps the altitude up to 2,802m, versus 
the 2,715m of the Col de la Bonette. Three other 
European cols beat that: the Col Agnel, which 
straddles the French/Italian border, at 2,744m; 
the Stelvio Pass at 2,758m in the Italian Alps; 
and, beating them all, the Col de l’Iseran at 
2,764m in the French Alps.

But let’s not get bogged down in details – 
the Cime de la Bonette is a very high road, and 
holds the record for the highest point the Tour 
de France has ever reached. When the Tour 
last visited it in 2008 on the 16th stage from 
Cuneo to Jausiers, the first man over the top 
was Barloworld rider John-Lee Augustyn, who 
received the Henri Desgrange trophy – named 

Cime de la 
Bonette

It claims to be Europe’s highest 
road and has been the scene of 
some epic moments in the Tour 
de France. In the first of a new 
series looking at pro cycling’s 
toughest hors categorie 
climbs, Cyclist celebrates  
the otherworldly Cime de la 
Bonette in the French Alps
Words ELLIS BACON  
Photography GEORGE MARSHALL

From the air, the 
Bonette may look  
like perfection traced  
in tarmac, but from  
the saddle you may 
have other ideas
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after the founder of the Tour, and awarded 
each year to whoever reaches the race’s highest 
point first. He also received a very-tidy-thank-
you-very-much prize purse of €5,000 (£3,800), 
which probably went a small way to making up 
for what happened next. Augustyn – who would 
go on to ride for Team Sky later in his career 
– crashed rather dramatically on the descent 
shortly after his moment of glory and wasn’t 
able to contend for the stage win.

‘Yes, people will remember me being first 
over the Bonette, but I think they will remember 
me falling off it more,’ the South African told 
journalists at the end of the stage.

Anatomy of a crash
Almost eight years later, when Cyclist catches 
up with the now-retired rider to ask him more 
about the Bonette, and about that fateful day in 
particular, he says his prediction was accurate.

‘A lot of people still recognise my name  
and say, “Hey, aren’t you the guy who fell  
down the mountain?” so they immediately 
associate me with the crash,’ Augustyn laughs. 
He had been part of a nine-man breakaway,  

On an almost 90° bend, Augustyn 
went straight on – and plunged 
down a stony embankment

but pushed on alone inside the last two 
kilometres of the 26km climb.

‘I went for it with about one-and-a-half 
kilometres to go, but as I attacked it got so steep 
and I remember thinking, “I can’t stop now –  
the whole world’s watching!”’

From the southern side, climbing up from  
the town of Saint-Etienne-de-Tinée as the Tour 
did in 2008, riders face an average gradient of 
6.5%, but with a leg-crunching 15% maximum 
on the Cime de la Bonette loop, as Augustyn  
was to discover. But it’s really the length of the 
climb that makes the Bonette so challenging.

‘I remember how extremely long it was, but 
during those long climbs you just have to try 
to block it out as best you can, and I actually 
remember feeling better and better as we  
went along,’ he says.

After cresting the summit, Augustyn  
decided to sit up and allow the remainder of  
the breakaway to close the gap. ‘I was never 
really that great a descender, so I waited for  
the rest of the guys to catch me.’

What came next, however, shocked viewers 
the world over. On an almost 90° right-hand 

On the northern  
slopes of the Bonette, 
the road passes the  
old Maginot Line  
fort of Caserne de 
Restefond about 3km 
from the summit

FROM THE SOUTH 
(SAINT-ETIENNE-DE-TINÉE)

BONNE CHANCE  
Where to find the Cime de la Bonette  
– if you’re brave enough to tackle it

Height at summit: 2,802m

Altitude gain: 1,652m

Length: 25.8km

Average gradient: 6.4%

Maximum gradient: 15%

Times in the Tour de France: 2 
(1962, 2008)

Most recent summit leader: 
John-Lee Augustyn (2008)

Current best Strava time: 
KoM (to Cime de la Bonette)  
1h 18m 47s, Ian Boswell, USA

QoM (to Cime de la Bonette)  
1h 50m 21s, Vale Boss, Italy
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bend, Augustyn went straight on – and 
plunged down a stony embankment.

‘I think I must have been so tired, and just  
lost my concentration,’ he says. ‘At first  
I thought it might be a sheer cliff, but then  
I realised that it was a nice slope and I sort of 
skied down on my hands and knees. Then 
I started thinking, “How am I going to get  
back up?” In cycling shoes it wasn’t going to  
be easy, but a spectator slipped down to help  
me and he sort of pushed me back up.’

Augustyn’s bike had bounced some way 
further down the slope and so he was left 
standing at the side of the road until his team 
car could provide him with a replacement. 
‘I eventually got a spare bike, and took my time 
going the rest of the way down.’

He finished more than five minutes behind 
winner Cyril Dessel and, happily uninjured, 

Beyond the Col de la 
Bonette, an additional 
loop of tarmac allows 

the Cime de la Bonette 
to be the highest point 

the Tour de France  
has ever reached

FROM THE NORTH 
(JAUSIERS)
Height at summit: 2,802m

Altitude gain: 1,582m

Length: 23.4km

Average gradient: 6.8%

Maximum gradient: 15%

Times in the Tour de France: 2 
(1964, 1993)

Most recent summit leader: 
Robert Millar (1993)

Current best Strava time: 
KoM (to Col de la Bonette)  
1h 9m 18s, Peter Pouly, France

QoM (to Col de la Bonette)  
1h 18m 35s, Emma Pooley, UK

‘At first, I 
thought it 
might be a sheer 
cliff, but then I 
realised it was  
a nice slope’
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went on to finish a very respectable 48th 
overall in Paris. Most importantly, though, what 
became of Augustyn’s unfortunate Bianchi bike? 
‘The mechanic actually went down to get it later, 
and all it had wrong with it was a little scrape on 
the saddle!’ he says.

Return to the scene
In 2015 Augustyn returned to the Bonette while 
working with a bike-tour company, this time 
climbing it from Jausiers in the north. On this 
occasion he could enjoy the experience a little 
more. ‘It’s just an amazing climb – steeper 
again from this side and almost as long [6.8% 
and 23.4km],’ he says. ‘As you climb higher, 
it becomes more and more like the surface of 
the moon. It’s so green at the bottom, and then 
there’s just nothing at the top at that altitude, 
apart from this fresh, crisp air. When I got to the 
top last year I thought, “I’m so in love with this 
mountain.” It really is a very special climb.’

So special, in fact, that he decided to create 
a cycling clothing line named La Bonette in its 
honour. It’s a place, then, with both good and 
bad memories for Augustyn, who has worked  
as a coach since retiring in 2014.

‘I don’t feel too bad about what happened  
on the Bonette,’ he says, having been left 
thanking his lucky stars that he was still alive 
rather than being bitter about what might have 
been in terms of a Tour stage win. ‘I was very 
blessed to have been able to walk away from  
it with no injuries, and it was also nice to get  
the Henri Desgrange trophy.’

‘I don’t feel too 
bad about what 
happened on the 
Bonette. I was 
very blessed to 
walk away with 
no injuries’
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The Bonette has only been used by the 
Tour on three other occasions. In 1962 (from 
the south) and 1964 (from the north) Spanish 
climber Federico Bahamontes was first across  
it. Then in 1993, Robert Millar took the honours, 
more than a minute ahead of a chasing group  
led by Tony Rominger, who went on to win  
the stage, with Millar seventh.

So although it’s high time (pun very much 
intended) that the Bonette featured on the Tour 
route again, look out for it during this year’s Giro 
d’Italia. On 28th May during the penultimate 
(20th) stage between Guillestre and Sant’Anna 
di Vinadio, the Bonette will be climbed from the 
northern Jausiers side, with the Giro peloton 
passing over the col at 2,715m, rather than the 
Cime. The riders will then descend to Saint-
Etienne-de-Tinée and then climb back into Italy 
from France via the Colle della Lombarda.

Here’s to a safe descent for everyone.
Ellis Bacon is a journalist and co-author of  
The Cycling Anthology (Yellow Jersey Press)

‘When I got to the top 
last year, I thought,  
“I’m so in love with  
this mountain”’

Above: The Cime de  
la Bonette – the loop  
at the top of the col 
– offers breathtaking 
views from all sides
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The Izoard’s summit of wind-carved  
rocks provides an otherworldly setting  
for some of the Tour’s greatest battles
Words ELLIS BACON  Photography GEORGE MARSHALL

Col 
d’Izoard
T

he Casse Déserte, says 
double Tour de France 
champion Bernard 
Thévenet, can only  
really be compared to  

the ‘moonscape’ of Mont Ventoux.  
The vast, middle section of the 
southern route up the Col d’Izoard 
marks it out as quite a different beast 
to the other big climbs in the Alps.

Most of them boast a lush, green, 
summer covering – picture the Heidi 
hills of just across the border in 
Switzerland. The Izoard, however, and 
the Casse Déserte in particular, bring 
something very special to the table.

‘It’s wild and empty,’ Thévenet 
tells Cyclist. ‘There’s nothing there 
– barely a plant or a tree among the 

rocks. And when you see photos 
of it in the newspapers or cycling 
magazines, it’s stunning. For 
photographers at the Tour, there’s 
nothing else like it – save, perhaps,  
for that top section of the Ventoux.  
But when you’re there racing, you 
simply don’t see it,’ he adds, referring 
to the tunnel vision of suffering, as 
well as the sheer volume of spectators 
who flock to the roadside whenever 
the Izoard appears on the Tour route.

The other, northern approach – 
nearly 20km uphill from the town of 
Briançon at an average of just under 
6% – bears all the hallmarks of a 
typical Alpine climb, as do the lower 
slopes of the Izoard from the south. 
Starting at the town of Guillestre,  

If you get tired on  
the way up, you can 

always stop off at the 
Refuge Napoléon du 

Col d’Izoard as you  
near the summit

P 
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Col d’Izoard

‘I remember that the 
crowds on the climb were 
crazy. I was a Frenchman 
leading the race and it 
was an unbelievable 
experience. Truly magical’

conquered by some of the sport’s 
greatest names – to perform well  
on the Izoard is to announce yourself 
as a Tour contender.

Bobet made his name in the Casse 
Déserte, first winning a stage at the 
1950 Tour having crossed the summit 
in the lead, before following it up with 
dominating displays of climbing on 
the then-unmade road en route to the 
first two of his three consecutive Tour 
victories in 1953 and 1954.

The Izoard has been used 34 
times by the Tour de France so far. 
Its debut appearance came in 1922 
when Belgian Philippe Thys was first 
to the top, going on to win the stage 
in Briançon. In 1939 another Belgian, 
Sylvère Maes, used the Izoard as a 
springboard for a lone stage victory in 
Briançon and an overall win, before 
the great Italian rivals Fausto Coppi 
and Gino Bartali – to the delight of 
their divided countrymen – did battle 
on the Izoard’s slopes in the 1940s.

Thévenet, too, is one of those 
whose name is indelibly linked to 
the climb, having built his 1975 Tour 
victory on a solo stage win in Briançon 
after conquering the Casse Déserte 
and a certain Eddy Merckx. 

Quite bizarrely, on the day  
Cyclist first got hold of Thévenet  
on the phone, he was busy climbing  
– where else? – the Col d’Izoard.

‘Give me a call first thing 
tomorrow,’ he cheerily suggested, 

the southern route takes around 
30km to reach the top, with the first 
half taking in a steady and stunning 
climb through the Guil Gorge, against 
the flow of the River Guil, until you 
reach the start of the climb proper, 
where the D902 meets the D947.

The meeting of these prosaic road 
names is an important waypoint if 
you’re looking to ride the Izoard from 
the ‘classic’ side, and are going old-
school with a map in hand. Indeed,  
if you reach the 13th century castle of 
Fort Queyras, you’ve missed the turn. 
And from there it’s another 15.9km of 
stunning but hard climbing, averaging 
6.9% up through the small villages 
that pepper the lower slopes, and on 
through the nothingness of the Casse 
Déserte, briefly reaching a maximum 
gradient of 14% as you near the summit.

It’s as you reach the top of the 
Casse Déserte section that, on your 
left, you notice a thing of beauty in 
the otherwise wild and untamed 
environment: two plaques set into  
a rock, one for the Italian rider Fausto 
Coppi and the other for Frenchman 
Louison Bobet, both featuring 
three-dimensional profiles of the 
champions, paid for by the readers of 
French sports newspaper L’Equipe.

The Tour classic
Upon reaching the summit, you can’t 
miss the stone tower marking the 
altitude: 2,360m. The climb has been 
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Tackle 2,360m of Tour history
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FROM THE SOUTH (Guillestre)
Height at summit: 2,360m

Altitude gain: 1,095m

Length: 15.9km (from D947 turn-off)

Average gradient: 6.9%

Maximum gradient: 14%

Times in the Tour de France: 26

Most recent summit leader:  
Maxim Iglinsky (2011)

Current best Strava time: 
KoM Yann Bot, France, 51m 43s

QoM Fanny Leleu, France, 58m 24s
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explaining that he’d been riding 
with a bike-tour company from 
Briançon to Barcelonnette.

Back at the 1975 Tour Merckx, 
the defending champion, had been 
punched in the kidneys by a spectator 
(who claimed it was accidental) on 
Stage 14 while on the final climb of the 
Puy de Dôme. He kept his race lead, 
but only by 58 seconds from Thévenet, 
who had finished the stage second to 
Belgian climber Lucien Van Impe as 
Merckx limped home in third.

After a rest day, Merckx was still 
on painkillers. Thévenet won the 15th 
stage between Nice and Pra Loup, 
with the pendulum swinging to put 
him in the yellow jersey by the same 
margin, 58 seconds, over Merckx. 
There was therefore all to play for on 
the 16th stage between Barcelonnette 
and Serre Chevalier, with the climbs 
of the Col de Vars and the Col d’Izoard 
on which to try to do some damage.

‘The stage was very short – only 
107km – and I didn’t have much of 
an advantage. Having less than a 

The route from the 
south features a brutal 
ramp and three hairpins 
before the road turns 
left to the summit

2,300
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FROM THE NORTH (Briançon)
Height at summit: 
2,360m

Altitude gain: 1,136m

Length: 19.2km

Average gradient: 5.9%

Maximum gradient: 9.9%

Times in the Tour de 
France: 8

Most recent summit 
leader: Joaquim 
Rodriguez (2014)

Current best Strava time: 
KoM David Lopez, Spain, 
51m 43s

QoM Emma Pooley, UK, 
58m 24s
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day confirms Thévenet’s memory: 
thousands of spectators, five or six 
deep, with others having clambered 
up onto the rocks for a better view, 
straining forward for a look at their 
Merckx-busting, yellow-clad hero, 
his overly long, woollen maillot jaune 
bunched around his waist, with an 
equally floppy number 51 drooping 
across his left back pocket.

Thévenet won the stage by 2m 22s – 
from Merckx – which gave him a lead 
that Merckx could only peg back to 
2m 47s by the time they reached Paris 
a week later. The Izoard had been 
instrumental in Thévenet winning 

minute’s lead on Eddy Merckx was 
nothing, so I needed to try to increase 
the gap,’ he says.

But Thévenet had been given some 
additional advice and motivation 
that morning – from none other 
than Bobet, whose plaque would 
subsequently decorate the Casse 
Déserte following his death eight 
years later in 1983.

‘He told me that to be considered a 
grand champion, I needed to cross the 
summit of the Col d’Izoard with the 
yellow jersey on my back,’ remembers 
Thévenet, no doubt more than a little 
starstruck at the time. ‘He was a rider 

to whom the Izoard had meant so 
much during his career, which was 
why he was visiting the Tour for that 
particular stage.

‘I remember that the crowds on the 
climb were crazy. I was a Frenchman 
leading the race – in the yellow 
jersey – and it was an unbelievable 
experience. Truly magical. It was the 
first time I’d ever worn the yellow 
jersey, too, and on top of that it was 
also July 14th – Bastille Day. I’ve never 
again experienced a moment like that 
in my life.’

Old TF1 footage of his struggle 
up through the Casse Déserte that 

‘Having less than  
a minute’s lead  
on Eddy Merckx  
was nothing, so  
I needed to try to 
increase the gap’

Top left: The Casse 
Déserte features  
a monument to Fausto 
Coppi and Louison 
Bobet, two legends of 
both the Col d’Izoard 
and the Tour de France
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13-14km
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‘Both routes up  
the Izoard are  
tough, of course,  
but it’s the other 
riders who make 
any climb tough’

his first Tour, and he would go on to 
take a second crown in 1977. Merckx’s 
Tour reign, meanwhile, was over.

Izoard memories
‘Both routes up the Izoard are tough, 
of course,’ says Thévenet, ‘but it’s 
the other riders who make any climb 
tough. If you’ve got riders attacking, 
or you’re on the attack yourself, you’re 
going to suffer! So the Izoard was 
tough that day at the Tour – no doubt 
about it – but at the same time I’d 
prepared mentally to go on the  
attack, so I was ready.

‘I certainly didn’t have time to 
admire the scenery of the Casse 
Déserte,’ he laughs. ‘It’s only been 
afterwards, when I’ve returned as a 
visitor in the car, or by bike yesterday, 
that I’ve really noticed what it’s like, 
and feel immense pride at what I 
achieved on that stage in 1975.’

In a 2012 interview I conducted 
with Tour de France director Christian 
Prudhomme, he demonstrated his 
lifelong passion for the race with a 
story from the Izoard. While travelling 
ahead of the 2011 Tour he laid some 

flowers at the Coppi and Bobet 
monument in the Casse Déserte, 
alongside Thévenet, Merckx and five-
time Tour winner Bernard Hinault. 
The race radio in the car a few metres 
away from them suddenly crackled 
into life, heralding an attack by Andy 
Schleck further down the climb.

‘And suddenly I was a little boy 
again,’ Prudhomme reminisced, 
‘listening to the radio, in love with 
cycling, yet this time I was in this 
amazingly privileged position, 
surrounded by the biggest names in 
cycling history: Hinault, Thévenet, 
Merckx, Coppi, Bobet.

‘That is romanticism,’ he said,  
‘and it really is the riders who create 
it. We, as the organisers, just do what 
we can to give them the route on 
which they can do something.’

And when the Izoard does next  
feature on the Tour route, whenever 
that might be, you can be sure that  
the riders will again be inspired  
by the climb to ‘do something’.
Ellis Bacon is a freelance writer 
and co-author of the The Cycling 
Anthology (Yellow Jersey Press)
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Plateau 
de Beille
T

he climb of Plateau de Beille had 
only been used five times previously 
by the Tour de France when, in  
2015, Spain’s Joaquim Rodriguez 
joined the short list of names  

to have triumphed atop the mountain.
In truly biblical weather, a soaked-through 

Rodriguez emerged from among the gloom-
busting headlights of the Tour vehicles 
accompanying him on his ascent to take the 
second of his two stage wins at last year’s  
Tour, well over a minute clear of chaser Jakob 
Fuglsang and third-placed Romain Bardet.

Indeed, every time Plateau de Beille has 
featured at the Tour, it has been employed 
as a summit finish, mainly owing to the fact 
that there is only one decent road up it, but 
also thanks to its ski-resort car park being big 
enough to cram in the plethora of Tour vehicles 
– officials’ cars, TV trucks, team cars and buses 
– which almost outnumber the riders. It’s the 
reason that the Tour can’t just use any old climb 
for a stage finish.

So Plateau de Beille is special in that respect. 
It can claim to be among a select group of Tour 
climbs, including greats such as Alpe d’Huez  
and Mont Ventoux, where a winner is crowned 
on its summit at the end of a stage. It still has  

T his exposed mountain at the eastern end of  
the Pyrenees has always been a summit finish  
at the Tour. First man to the top is the winner
Words ELLIS BACON   Photography GEORGE MARSHALL

Joaquim Rodriguez 
conquered fog, wind 

and rain to win on 
Plateau de Beille  

in the 2015 Tour de 
France, after making  

a solo breakaway  
with 7.5km to go

a little way to go to match its brethren in legend, 
but its brief history in the Tour proves that it’s 
certainly working on it.

Man at the top
Just as Rodriguez was a lone winner last year, 
Belgium’s Jelle Vanendert was also alone when 
he triumphed at Plateau de Beille on Stage 14  
of the 2011 Tour de France.

‘I had never ridden the climb before that 
Tour stage, nor have I ridden it since,’ Vanendert 
reveals to Cyclist. ‘I’ve only ever climbed it on 
the day that I won!’

As Tour climbs go, Plateau de Beille sits 
remote from some of the more famous names. 
The likes of the Galibier, Alpe d’Huez and Croix 
de Fer are clustered together within view of 
each other in the Alps of eastern France, while 
the Tourmalet, Aubisque and Hautacam form 
a tight-knit group in the Pyrenees of southern 
France, near Lourdes. Plateau de Beille, by 
contrast, can be found keeping its own company 
in an area of the eastern Pyrenees, just north  
of the border with Andorra. With a summit 
height of 1,780m, it’s lower than many of its 
illustrious hors catégorie companions, but  
still manages to pack a punch stronger than  
its stats might suggest.P 
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EAU MY GAWD  
It’s short (ish) but not so sweet

Plateau  
de Beille

Plateau de Beille rises steeply out of the 
small Ariège town of Les Cabannes and, over a 
distance of 16km in length, averages a gradient 
of 7.8%. As such it’s not the longest or the 
steepest of climbs used by the Tour, but the real 
challenge lies during the last 5km, when the 
gradient hits double figures.

Despite only having ridden it once, Vanendert 
– who still rides with the Lotto team he joined 
back in 2009 – says he remembers tackling  
Plateau de Beille very well.

A mental battle
‘What makes it such a difficult climb is  
that, during the last 5km or so, you can see  
all the way to the very top. This means it is 
mentally very daunting, as you can see the  
finish from so far away, as well as the distance 
you need to ride to get there,’ says Vanendert.  
‘In this way, it’s different to other climbs, where 
you might make your way to the top through  
a lot of corners that obscure your view to the  
top. Psychologically it makes Plateau de Beille 
very difficult for any rider.’

The mountain is certainly very exposed 
towards the top, with relatively few hairpins 
to help break up the climb, but back in 2011 
Vanendert had additional pressure in the  
form of Olympic road race champion  
Samuel Sanchez breathing down his neck.

Vanendert had begun the climb as part of  
an elite group of Tour contenders, including 

‘What makes it such a difficult 
climb is that, during the last 5km 
or so, you can see all the way to the 
top. It is mentally very daunting’

Right: The graffiti isn’t 
just about the riders. 

FIGHTORPEACEMOTTE 
are a French rock band 

who had played a gig  
on the Plateau two  

days before the 2015 
stage took place

P 
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Cadel Evans, Andy Schleck and Alberto 
Contador, trying to haul in lone leader Sandy 
Casar, who was looking to provide France with 
its first stage win of that year’s Tour (which 
eventually came courtesy of Pierre Rolland  
on Stage 19 to Alpe d’Huez).

Vanendert went on the attack with just 6km 
to go to the summit, quickly sweeping up Casar 
and leaving him for dead. The main protagonists 
were kept busy marking each other, which only 
played into the hands of Vanendert, who was no 
threat to the overall classification but had been 
given a free pass following the withdrawal of his 
Omega Pharma-Lotto team leader Jurgen van 
den Broeck earlier in the race.

Sanchez went after Vanendert with 3km to 
go, but it was a case of too little, too late, and the 
Belgian crossed the line 21 seconds clear of the 
Spaniard, with Schleck bringing home the rest.

Vanendert 
went on the 
attack with 
just 6km 
to go to the 
summit, 
quickly 
sweeping up 
Casar and 
leaving him 
for dead

‘When I look back on that day, I remember 
how it was the most beautiful day of my career 
to date,’ Vanendert says. ‘It was an important 
moment, as it signified my ability to start 
producing my own results. This contrasted  
with the situation beforehand, when I had 
always ridden for one leader or the other –  
like Philippe Gilbert or Jurgen van den Broeck, 
for example. However, since then I’ve been  
able to work towards producing results for 
myself, which I think I’ve proved over the last 
few years or so. For instance, in the Spring 
Classics, I’ve been up there in the finale and 
finished with some good results on several 
occasions [fourth at Flèche Wallonne in 2012, 
and second at Amstel Gold in both 2012 and 
2014, among others].

‘So, looking back, I really believe that  
my Tour stage victory on Plateau de Beille  

There is a very brief 
downhill section 

three-quarters of the 
way up the climb, but it 

is so brief it might as 
well be a false flat 

P 

P 
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FROM THE NORTH 
(Les Cabannes)
Height at the summit: 1,785m
Altitude gain: 1,250m
Length: 16km
Average gradient: 7.8%
Maximum gradient: 10%

Times in the Tour de France: 6
Most recent summit leader: 
Joaquim Rodriguez, Katusha, 
2015
 

Current best Strava time: 
KoM Thibaut Pinot (France), 
44m 06s 
QoM Helen Jackson (UK),  
1h 11m 34s

600m

1,200m

1,800m

0km 2 124 6 8 10 14 16km

Gradient hits 
9.8% from 
3-4km

Lance Armstrong, of course, has had both 
his stage victories on Plateau de Beille scratched 
from history, along with his seven overall ‘wins’. 
And the late Marco Pantani, who passed away 
after a cocaine overdose in 2004, would go on  
to win his one and only Tour de France in the 
same year that he won on this mountain – in 
1998, when it was first used by the race.

For sportive fans who fancy taking on  
the climb, Plateau de Beille is also a regular 
feature on the most extreme route option of  
the challenging L’Ariégeoise – an Etape du  
Tour-esque ‘jaunt’ up and down the myriad 
climbs in the area.

But for those who prefer the more genteel 
pursuit of armchair viewing, it surely can’t be 
too long before Plateau de Beille features on 
our TV screens once again. You won’t find it 
featuring in this year’s Tour de France, but  
going by the pattern of years between its 
appearances on the Tour route – 1998, 2002, 
2004, 2007, 2011, 2015 – expect to see the climb 
back on the menu somewhere around 2018.

It can’t come soon enough.
Ellis Bacon is a journalist and co-author of  
The Cycling Anthology (Yellow Jersey Press)

For a climb that has only featured 
six times at the Tour de France, 
Plateau de Beille has certainly  
seen its fair share of controversy

The gradient spikes  
up to a maximum of 

10.8% from kilometres 
12 to 13 of the 16km  

climb, and there’s no 
scenery to hide the 

seemingly unending 
route to the top

symbolised the next step up in allowing me  
to do my own thing, and to work towards my 
own results in the sport.’

Heroes and villains
Vanendert was a popular victor atop Plateau  
de Beille, although the climb has provided us 
with a bit of a mixed bag when it comes to the 
riders who’ve won there: Rodriguez in 2015 
(yay!), Vanendert in 2011 (double yay, having 
chatted to us for this piece), Alberto Contador  
in 2007 (reasonable yay!), Lance Armstrong in 
both 2002 and 2004 (boo!), and Marco Pantani 
in 1998 (sort of yay, depending on whether you 
fall into the ‘flawed genius’ camp or ‘druggy 
cheat’ camp).

For a climb that has only featured six times  
at the Tour, Plateau de Beille has certainly seen 
its fair share of controversy. Surely, though, it’s  
a case of ‘blame the rider, not the mountain’? 

After his stage win there in 2007, Contador 
went on to win that year’s Tour thanks to 
the disqualification of race leader Michael 
Rasmussen. Three years later, Contador himself 
was disqualified, ostensibly having won the 2010 
Tour but handing the crown to Andy Schleck.

] 

P 

Max 10.8% 
gradient after  
12km mark

1,780m

525m 9.4% gradient 
from 8-9km 
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F ans of 1990s pro bike racing  
will remember Hautacam as  
the Pyrenean climb on which 
Bjarne Riis sealed his domination 
of the 1996 Tour de France – a 

day when the Dane theatrically dropped back 
alongside each of his rivals to assess how they 
were feeling before accelerating past them all 
and disappearing into the distance, as though  
he had a motor hidden in his bike.

Of course, we know now that the stage was 
indeed fraudulently won, but not through so-
called mechanical doping: Riis admitted in 2007 
that he’d taken performance-enhancing drugs 
for much of his pro career.

But let’s blame the rider, not the mountain. 
Climbs like Hautacam – innocent, unmoving, 
stoic, beautiful – provide only the canvas. They 
are not the artist, flawed or otherwise.

In the yellow leader’s jersey since Stage 9, 
Riis sought the advice of his former teammate 
and two-time Tour winner Laurent Fignon as 
to how he should defend his race lead on the 
road to Hautacam on Stage 16. ‘Attack!’ the 
Frenchman told him in no uncertain terms.  
‘The yellow jersey should be laying it all on  
the line in the mountains.’

All the main contenders were there, halfway 
up the 16.3km long climb: defending champion 
Miguel Indurain, Tony Rominger, Richard 
Virenque and Festina teammate Laurent Dufaux, 
Luc Leblanc, Evgeni Berzin, World Champion 
Abraham Olano… and they were being led 
by Riis’s 22-year-old Telekom teammate Jan 
Ullrich, who had been tasked with setting  
the pace on the climb.

‘Just go as fast as you can for as long as you can,’ 
Riis told the young German, according to his 
autobiography, Riis: Stages Of Light And Dark.

Then it was time for Riis to put the next phase 
of his plan into action: wait for his rivals to begin 
suffering behind Ullrich, assess them for signs of 
weakness, and then deal the knock-out blow.

‘Now was the time for me to make good use 
of all the tricks Fignon had taught me about 

As a climb to a ski resort, Hautacam is always a summit finish at the Tour, and it  
has been the scene of several race-winning moves – some cleaner than others

Hautacam
Words ELLIS BACON  Photography GEORGE MARSHALL

Hautacam takes in 
more than 1,220m of 

climbing over 16.3km  
at an average gradient 

of 7.8%. It slackens  
off slightly near  

the summit, but not 
before one last spike 

just after this signpost

P 
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reading my rivals’ condition and effort,’ he 
wrote. Riis won the stage at Hautacam by 49 
seconds from Virenque, which gave him an 
almost three-minute cushion over Olano.

‘I wanted badly to win today,’ he told Channel 
4 afterwards. When asked why he’d dropped 
back before attacking, his explanation was part 
stone-cold assassin, part deadpan comedian:  
‘I wanted to see how they looked, in their faces, 
and most of them didn’t look so well, so…’

French favourite Virenque would eventually 
finish a distant third overall in Paris, while Riis 
won the Tour by less than two minutes from 
Ullrich who, in a master-and-apprentice-style 
scenario, would win the Tour himself the 
following year.

Evans above
In 2008, Hautacam was where Australian Cadel 
Evans took his first yellow jersey – by a single 
second ahead of Luxembourg’s Frank Schleck. 
Evans would later lose it to Schleck, who in turn 
would lose it to his CSC teammate and eventual 
Tour winner Carlos Sastre.

The CSC team, incidentally, was managed 
by none other than Riis, who, perhaps seeking 
some kind of pardon for his own transgressions, 

HAUT ROUTE  
Get your hors categorie kicks here

Hautacam

Riis told Channel 4, ‘I wanted to see 
how they looked, in their faces, and 
most of them didn’t look so well, so…’

sought out Tour director Christian Prudhomme 
at the finish in Paris to present Sastre to him and 
say, ‘Here is your clean Tour winner.’

‘I’d had a serious crash the day before the 
Hautacam stage, and was having a bad day,’ 
remembers Evans, who would return to make 
the maillot jaune his for keeps in 2011. ‘I was 
actually dropped on the first category 3 climb 
[the Col de Benejacq], and was at the back of the 
peloton. I didn’t have any teammates with me 
and was in danger of going out of the back.  
I wasn’t sure if I’d even be able to finish that day. 
But as the day went on, and by the end of that 
first climb, I was feeling better.’ And it was good 
that he was: after a second third-category climb 
– the Loucrup – there was the fearsome Col du 
Tourmalet to be negotiated, which soon sorted 
the overall contenders out from the rest.

A somewhat revived Evans was up where he 
was meant to be, although he admits now that 
he didn’t know Hautacam quite as well as many 
of the other key climbs that year.

‘I knew that it was going to be one of the 
important climbs at the Tour, but it was one I 
didn’t have time to recce beforehand, so I just 
watched a couple of videos I found on YouTube 
and prepared for it that way. By the time we got 

Hautacam’s hairpins 
are brutal, spiking up to 

a gradient of 15% with 
4.5km to go to the top

P 
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to the foot of Hautacam the race had already 
split quite a bit, so it wasn’t like positioning  
was really critical as we were quite a small 
group already. And then Saunier Duval just  
rode away from us on the climb.’

Saunier Duval was a Spanish team, now 
defunct, and their climbing duo of Leonardo 
Piepoli and Juan José Cobo showed the rest  
of the lead group a clean pair of heels on 
Hautacam that day. The veteran Piepoli won  
the stage, with Cobo second, but Cobo was  
later handed the stage win when Piepoli was 
banned for two years for testing positive for 
EPO during the race.

‘I just stayed calm and followed my rivals  
for the general classification, and was feeling 
better and better towards the end of the stage 
and managed to hang on,’ remembers Evans.

HAUTACAM
Height at summit: 1,653m

Altitude gain: 1,223m

Length: 16.3km

Average gradient: 7.8%

Maximum gradient: 12%

Times in the Tour de France: 5

Most recent summit leader: Vincenzo Nibali,  
Astana, 2014

KoM Laurens ten Dam, Netherlands, 37m 14s  
(12.5km ‘Hautacam’ segment)

QoM Lauren Fitzgerald, Australia, 53m 00s  
(12.5km ‘Hautacam’ segment)
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1,100

Max gradient 
of 10.7% from 
8-9km

1,653m

Hautacam’s average of 7.8% is tough enough 
but belies the constant chopping and changing 
of gradient that characterises the climb, with a 
maximum ramp of 13% greeting riders as they 
approach the ski resort at the top at 1,653m.

‘Normally those kinds of climbs, with varying 
gradients, were quite good for me, but when 
you’re having a bad day in the Pyrenees…’ says 
Evans. The Australian managed, however, to 
completely turn his day around.

‘Having been dropped so early and then to be 
going for the yellow jersey at the end, it required 
quite a change in my mentality, of course,’ says 
Evans, who retired from competition at the start 
of the 2015 season and now works for the BMC 
bike company as a global ambassador. 

‘As a rider trying to win the Tour de France 
who gets dropped on a category 3 climb,  

Hautacam’s 
average of 
7.8% is tough 
enough but 
belies the 
chopping and 
changing of 
gradient that 
characterises 
the climb

Left: Hautacam  
has been a key stage 
for the climbers, as 
commemorated by this 
painting, which adorns 
one of the houses at  
the foot of the climb

1,500

1,700
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10.0% incline  
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10.0% incline  
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it’s not exactly great for your confidence.  
And so I had to try to turn it all around, and to 
have some confidence in myself, and I ended  
up riding into the race lead.’

Evans took the yellow jersey after overnight 
race leader Kim Kirchen lost more than two 
minutes to the Australian. Frank Schleck 
finished the stage third, just half a minute down 
on Piepoli and Cobo, but almost two minutes 
ahead of Evans and Sastre, which put Schleck 
just a second behind Evans overall.

‘In the grand scheme of that Tour, I would 
have actually been better off being just a couple 
of seconds out of yellow at Hautacam, because 
I didn’t have a team that could defend it. Also, 
because I’d had that crash, I wasn’t really riding 
at my best. But that was the way it was, and we 
did what we could, and I just didn’t really have 
the legs to close the gap to Sastre in the final 
time-trial. I was good enough for about fifth 
place overall, and I got second, so in that  
regard it was a good Tour.

‘And I became famous for kissing the lion 
at Hautacam,’ Evans adds, laughing. ‘I’d been 
watching the Tour de France since 1991 and I 
remember seeing the podium presentations on 
TV and seeing the Crédit Lyonnais teddy-bear 
lion the race leader got on the podium, and I 
thought, as a 14-year-old kid aspiring, hoping, 
dreaming of riding the Tour one day, that I’d like 
one of those teddy bears. So finally, at the top of 
Hautacam, I got one of those things, and it had 
been a long, long, long journey to get there.’

In 2000 it was a vital springboard 
for Lance Armstrong, who crushed 
his rivals on Hautacam’s rain-soaked 
slopes to take the yellow jersey

Haut contenders
Evans would have been watching when the 
Hautacam was first climbed by the Tour in 1994. 
Frenchman Luc Leblanc won that day, while 
Spain’s Miguel Indurain, second on the stage 
to Leblanc, consolidated his race lead overall, 
almost doubling his lead over Tony Rominger  
of Switzerland.

Indurain dominated the Tour between 1991 
and 1995, winning it five times in a row, with 
Riis proving to be the rider who ended that reign 
in 1996. Hautacam has since appeared another 
four times since that first occasion, featuring  
as a summit finish every time.

Italy’s Vincenzo Nibali is the last rider to 
have won a Tour stage there, in 2014, doing so 
in fine style – a solo victory, in the yellow jersey, 
confirming his status as that year’s best rider.

In 2000 it was a vital springboard for  
Lance Armstrong, who crushed his rivals  
on Hautacam’s rain-soaked slopes to take 
the yellow jersey before, like Piepoli in 2008, 
eventually having his name erased from the  
list of riders who have treated Hautacam with 
respect and legitimately suffered for their  
results there.

Look for it to appear on the route again in  
the next few years. It’s a climb that will continue 
to create drama and serve as a key battleground 
at the Tour de France.
Ellis Bacon is a freelance writer and  
co-author of the The Cycling Anthology 
(Yellow Jersey Press)

The mountain has 
hosted as a summit 
finish on all five of its 
Tour appearances, 
affording spectators 
the chance to take in a 
glorious sunset. When 
it’s not pouring with 
rain, that is…
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T
he Col du Tourmalet is the Tour 
de France’s most-used climb, 
appearing for the 81st time when it 
features on the route of this year’s 
Tour, on Stage 8 between Pau and 

Bagnères-de-Luchon.
It was back in 1910 that the Tourmalet 

made its debut in the race, alongside its fellow 
Pyrenean climbs the Col d’Aubisque, the Col  
du Peyresourde, the Col d’Aspin and the Col  
du Portet d’Aspet. The Alps wouldn’t feature  
in the Tour de France until the following year.

In 2010 the Tourmalet was scaled twice, from 
each side, on consecutive stages – both the 16th 
and 17th stages, albeit separated by a rest day –  
to celebrate the centenary of its appearance.

Tales about the Tourmalet are manifold, with 
arguably the best of them coming from early on 
in its ‘Tour life’. At the 1913 edition of the race, 
Frenchman Eugène Christophe was leading the 
field, and potentially heading for a Tour victory, 
when he fell foul of both the mountain and 
the race organisers after his forks broke on the 
descent of the eastern side of the Tourmalet. 

Crying with rage, and carrying his bike, 
Christophe was forced to run the rest of 
the 10km down the mountainside until he 
eventually discovered a blacksmith’s in the town 
of Sainte-Marie-de-Campan. By now he had 

Col du 
Tourmalet

It’s the most popular climb of the Tour  
de France – for the organisers, that is.  
The riders may not feel the same way 
Words ELLIS BACON  
Photography GEORGE MARSHALL

The climb up the west 
side of the Tourmalet 
has been used 44 times 
in the Tour de France. 
The most recent leader 
over the summit was 
Rafal Majka last yearP 
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lost two hours in the race, and it took him a 
further three hours  to repair his forks. In those 
days riders were not allowed any assistance 
during the race, even for mechanical mishaps, 
so Christophe had to do the welding himself. 
However, he required someone to pump the 
bellows, a task done by a seven-year-old boy. 

Despite all the lost time, and the resilience 
Christophe had demonstrated in returning to the 
race, the organisers decided that the boy’s help 
with the bellows constituted an infringement 
of the rules, and subsequently penalised him 
10 minutes. Christophe eventually finished 
the Tour in seventh place, more than 14 hours 
behind the winner, Philippe Thys.

Harsh arena
It was the Tourmalet’s 43rd appearance at the 
Tour de France when, in 1967, it was climbed 
during Stage 17 between Bagnères-de-Luchon 
and Pau – a reversal of the 2016 route, albeit  
over 250km in the 1960s versus the frankly  
easy 180km the pro riders will cover this year.

Colin Lewis was one of just three riders left  

Crying with 
rage, and 
carrying 
his bike, 
Christophe 
was forced 
to run 10km 
down the 
mountain

TOUR MALAISE  
Tackle the climb the pros love to hate

Col du 
Tourmalet

in the race from the British national team by that 
point, with six days to go to the finish in Paris. 
The Tourmalet stage came just five days after  
the death of the team’s leader, Tom Simpson,  
on Mont Ventoux, which made things even 
tougher for the British riders.

‘There was Barry Hoban, me and Arthur 
Metcalfe left. Vin Denson had packed two days 
before,’ recalls Lewis, who’s now in his early  
seventies but still very much a part of his 
eponymous bike shop in Paignton in Devon.

‘The Tourmalet starts off relatively easy,’ 
he tells Cyclist, remembering the route up the 
eastern side from Saint-Marie-de-Campan that 
the 1967 Tour took. ‘Of course, in the summer 
what really exacerbates the climb’s difficulty  
is the heat. But once you get up to where the 
snow barriers are, it’s almost a bit of a relief  
as, although the climb gets steeper, it starts  
to get a lot cooler. There’s often snow up  
there – even in the summer.’

Indeed, there was still so much snow during 
the 1922 Tour that the Tourmalet had to be 
dropped from the route altogether.

Left: If you happen to 
be in the area, the ski 

lift reveals that you’re 
near the resort of La 

Mongie, which for 
tourists is a popular 
stop-off point 4km 

from the summit

P 

P 
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FROM THE EAST 
(Sainte-Marie-de-Campan)
Height at summit: 2,115m

Altitude gain: 1,268m

Length: 17.2km

Average gradient: 7.4%

Maximum gradient: 13%

Times in the Tour de France: 36

Most recent summit leader: 
Jérémy Roy, Française des 
Jeux, 2011

Current best Strava time: 
KoM Robert Gesink,  
Netherlands, 51m 26s

QoM Emma Pooley, UK,  
1h 00m 27s
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Permanent reminders
At 4,780km in total, that 1967 Tour was the 
fourth-longest Tour of the post-war years and, 
with most of the stages each over the 250km 
mark (Stage 21 was a ridiculous 359km long:  
‘We had breakfast at 3am, started the stage 
at 6am, and finished at 6.15pm,’ remembers 
Lewis), it was a race that took its toll.

‘In 2002, I’d heard that my old teammate 
Arthur Metcalfe wasn’t very well, so I phoned 
him to see how he was, and kept in touch over 
two or three weeks,’ says Lewis. ‘He wasn’t too 
good, and in the week before he died he said  

There was so 
much snow 
during the 1922 
Tour that the 
Tourmalet had  
to be dropped 
from the route 
altogether

Nearing the summit 
does have one benefit, 

says former British  
Tour rider Colin Lewis: 

‘Although the climb 
gets steeper, it starts  

to get a lot cooler’

P 1713 14 15 16

847m

2,115m

Max 10% 
gradient from 
10-11km 

Gradient goes 
from 7% to 
8.6% after 5km

7.8% incline 
during last km
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to me, “Colin, I’m going to go.” I, trying to 
make light of it, said, “Where are you going?” 
And he replied, “I don’t know where I’m going 
to go, Colin, but let me tell you something: you 
know that Tour we rode? I never recovered from 
it. The sheer exertion of that Tour – I never, ever 
recovered from it. I was never the same again.”’

Lewis has returned to the Tourmalet a 
number of times in recent years, leading tour 
groups. ‘My memories of riding it during the 
Tour came flooding back,’ he says. ‘And I tell 
you, the road surface is a lot better now!’

Climbing from the east, it’s all too tempting 
for riders to stop at the ski-resort town of La 
Mongie, with its bars and cafes, Lewis explains. 
‘But there are still 4km to go from there. So when 
you do get up to the top and see the monument, 
it’s a case of sheer relief.’

There are in fact two monuments to speak  
of at the summit, at 2,115m: a bust of former 
Tour boss Jacques Goddet, who organised  
the race between 1936 and 1986, and the 
dominating silver statue of Le Géant du 
Tourmalet, based on the French rider Octave 
Lapize, who was first to the top in 1910 and 
went on to win that year’s Tour. Lapize is famed 
for arriving at the summit, having pushed his 
single-speed bike up much of the climb on 
gravel roads, and yelling at the Tour organisers, 
‘Vous êtes des assassins! Oui, des assassins!’ – 
‘You are murderers! Yes, murderers!’

The statue of Lapize is taken down at the 
start of each winter – presumably to protect it 
from strong winds and the elements (and, no 
doubt, to stop anyone nicking it) – and then 
ceremoniously reinstalled each June during the 
Montée du Géant du Tourmalet, a cycling event 
that sees more than 1,000 riders accompany the 
statue (on the back of a lorry) back up the climb.

The statues are unmissable – in summer, at 
least – no matter which side of the Tourmalet 

The Col du 
Tourmalet 
came just 
three days 
after the 
death of the 
British team’s 
leader, Tom 
Simpson,  
on Ventoux

Uciderumque plam, 
cuptata voluptati ulles 
delecae. Otatemolore 
vero quiatem oluptae 
pudaepe ritatquam aut 
lab ipis mosse 
doloriorum labo.

FROM THE WEST (Luz-Saint-Sauveur)
Height at summit: 2,115m

Altitude gain: 1,405m

Length: 18.8km

Average gradient: 7.4%

Maximum gradient: 13%

Times in the Tour de 
France: 44

 

Most recent summit 
leader: Rafal Majka, 2015

Current best Strava time: 
KoM Florent Sentucq, 
France, 59m 30s

QoM Jane Barr, UK, 1h 
19m 54s
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Below left:  
Le Géant du Tourmalet 
commemorates the 1910 
Tour de France winner 
Octave Lapize, who 
arrived first at the summit 
that year having had to 
push his single-speed 
bike up much of the climb
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710m

2,115m

10.2% incline 
during last km

Gradient goes 
from 7.6% to 
6.3% after 15km

Gradient flattens 
from 8.4% to 
5.5% after 10km

Gradient hits 
8.5% after 8km
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you scale. From both Sainte-Marie-de-
Campan and Luz-Saint-Sauveur (the greener 
western flank) you face an average gradient of 
7.4%, with maximums of 10%, although it’s a 
2km longer climb from Luz: 19km versus 17km.

It may not be the steepest, longest or highest 
Tour climb but, as one of the oldest, it has served 
as a battleground over the years for so many 
head-to-head confrontations between the greats. 

Long may it continue to do so.
Ellis Bacon is a journalist and co-author of  
The Cycling Anthology (Yellow Jersey Press)

‘My memories 
of riding the 
Tourmalet 
during the 1967 
Tour came 
flooding back.  
I tell you, the 
road surface is a 
lot better now!’

Left: At the summit  
you will find a bust  

in honour of Jacques 
Goddet, who organised 

the Tour de France for 
50 years until 1986 

P 
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Superbagnères b HC climbs

 S urely it’s no coincidence that what 
are widely considered the two best 
Tours de France in living memory 
– the 1986 and 1989 editions – both 
featured the climb of Superbagnères.

And if it is a coincidence? Well, then the climb 
can be considered a good luck charm for the 
organisers, and including it again might really 
spice things up. As we head rapidly towards 30 
years since the Pyrenean climb last featured  
on the route of the world’s biggest bike race,  
it’s surely high time that the Tour considered 
going back.

What’s the hold-up? Weak road bridges on 
the climb’s lower slopes mean that the Tour 
isn’t prepared to risk catastrophe to get the 
race’s heavy infrastructure to the top. One 
solution would be to station the weighty team 
buses, podium and VIP grandstands down in 
the town of Bagnères-de-Luchon and have only 
the essential finish line paraphernalia at the 
summit, with team cars ferrying the riders back 
down again at the conclusion of the stage. Either 
way, one can only hope that an answer is found 
to bringing Superbagnères back into the fold. 

More than just numbers
A ski station during snowy months, in summer 
Superbagnères is a popular feature in Pyrenean 
cycling trips passing through the town of 
Bagnères-de-Luchon at its base. 

But what is it that makes a climb that has only 
featured six times at the Tour so special anyway? 
After all, at 18.5km in length and with an 
average gradient of just over 6%, Superbagnères 
is not an especially tough climb on paper. 

First, there’s the fact that in its six Tour 
appearances – two of which were as a mountain 
time-trial, and another one as a short and sharp 
20km massed start road race – it has only ever 
acted as a stage finish. As a single road climb  

This road to nowhere in the Pyrenees is seldom used by the Tour de France. 
Which is a shame, as its appearances always make for memorable racing

Superbagn ères
Words ELLIS BACON  

Photography GEORGE MARSHALL

Superbagnères isn’t 
one of the highest 

summits to feature in 
the Tour de France, but 

it has played host to  
some epic battles, 

notably between Greg 
LeMond and Laurent 

Fignon in 1989
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(so, not a pass), Superbagnères is essentially 
a cul-de-sac: when you reach the top there’s 
nowhere to go but back down the way you came.

What really makes it a ‘must-do’ mountain, 
however, is the list of illustrious names that 
have stood victorious at its summit, a list that 
includes Greg LeMond, Bernard Hinault, 
Federico Bahamontes and Robert Millar.

And don’t let that 6.3% average fool you: 
constant changes in gradient make this a climb 
that’s hard to find your rhythm on, with sections 
over 10% en route to its 1,800m summit. Add the 
fact that when the pros have tackled it they’ve 
been going full pelt as a result of it being the 
deciding act of the day, and you’ve got a bona 
fide classic climb on your hands.

Greatness thrust upon it
Superbagnères made its first appearance at the 
Tour de France in 1961, when Italian Imerio 
Massignan took the stage victory. It returned the 
following year, this time as a mountain time-
trial, and while Massignan would go on to win 
a second successive King of the Mountains title, 
it was Spain’s Federico Bahamontes who was 
victorious on Superbagnères.

SUPER B  
Unleash your inner Hinault

Superbagnères

As for those classic 1986 and 1989 
visits, they bring back memories of 
bike racing at its unpredictable best

Its next inclusion came in 1971, and it was an 
altogether more curious affair – an experimental 
19.6km road stage starting in Luchon and 
finishing at the top of the climb. The winner this 
time was another fêted Spanish climber, José 
Manuel Fuente, who crossed the line almost half 
a minute clear of Belgian climbing specialist 
Lucien Van Impe.

In 1979 Superbagnères was included on the 
route once again as a slightly more conventional 
mountain TT, won by France’s Bernard Hinault 
on the way to the second of his five Tour titles.

As for those classic 1986 and 1989 visits, they 
bring back memories of bike racing at its best, 
when more unpredictable racing – including 
huge attacks and spectacular struggles – ruled 
the roost, in contrast to today’s far more 
calculated ride-to-power processions.

Hinault may have won on Superbagnères in 
1979, but his 1986 experience was somewhat 
different, in that it was simply one climb too  
far for him on a gruelling Stage 13.

The previous day – Stage 12 between Bayonne 
and Pau – had seen Hinault at his attacking best, 
putting more than four-and-a-half minutes into 
his young La Vie Claire teammate Greg LeMond, 

You don’t really have  
to study the map or ask 
the cow for directions 
– the only way is up 
(and then back down)

P 

P 
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Luis Herrera to chase, allowing LeMond to sit  
on their wheels while they did the work.

Having ridden hard over the Aspin and 
Peyresourde, Hinault blew up at the bottom 
of Superbagnères. Two days of racing from the 
front had proved too much even for The Badger.

LeMond was then helped by a brave  
attack from a third La Vie Claire rider, fellow 
American Andy Hampsten, which put Millar  
and Zimmermann under further pressure,  
until finally he went on the attack himself. 

Hampsten had won the Tour of Switzerland 
just ahead of the 1986 Tour, and so could have 
legitimately staked a claim for additional leader 
status that year – despite it being his first Tour 
– giving La Vie Claire a three-pronged attack. 
Instead, he rode all-out for LeMond.

who he’d promised to help win the 1986 
Tour after LeMond had unselfishly helped the 
Frenchman win his fifth and, as it turned out, 
final Tour the year before.

It meant that, going into the Superbagnères 
stage, Hinault led LeMond overall by 5 minutes 
25 seconds, having already beaten the American 
by 44 seconds on Stage 9’s time-trial in Nantes.

It was hard to see how any of this was helping 
LeMond, especially when Hinault began 
Stage 13 by attacking again, this time on the 
descent of the Col du Tourmalet early on, with 
the Col d’Aspin, the Col du Peyresourde and 
Superbagnères itself still to come. 

It was a curious move given that Hinault 
was already in the leader’s yellow jersey. The 
Frenchman would later claim he attacked 
ostensibly to put LeMond’s rivals under 
pressure, and to be fair the move did indeed 
force Urs Zimmermann, Robert Millar and  

FROM BAGNÈRES-DE-LUCHON
Summit 1,800m

Altitude gain 1,170m

Length 18.5km

Average gradient 6.3%

Maximum gradient 11%

Times at the Tour de France 6

Most recent summit leader Robert Millar, 1989

Current best Strava time 

14.2km segment from 973m altitude:

KoM Kenny Elissonde, France, 42min 47sec

QoM Gretchen Miller, New Zealand,  
58min 15sec
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‘I was able to help Greg that day by 
attacking the small lead group he was in after 
I was dragged back up to it by Robert Millar,’ 
Hampsten remembers, talking to Cyclist from 
Tuscany, where he runs his Cinghiale Cycling 
Tours company. 

‘That attack forced Zimmermann and the 
other contenders to chase, which was good 
because LeMond liked to attack when he knew 
his opponents were toasted. After he bridged 
over to me, I worked pulling him for nearly  
two kilometres until I’d run completely out  
of energy.

‘I remember the gradient going into 
Superbagnères in 1986 was gradual before  
a steep final slope that started about 8km  
or 10km from the summit. That steep bit 

Hinault 
would later 
claim he 
attacked 
ostensibly to 
put LeMond’s 
rivals under 
pressure

Superbagnères might 
only have an average 

gradient of 6.3% but it 
varies greatly over the 

course of the climb, 
allowing for the sort of 
attacks that make any 

stage exciting

1,600

1,800
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630m

Max gradient  
of 10.0% at  
11km mark

1,170m

8.9% incline  
in final km

Superbagnères b HC climbs
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9.0% incline 
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happened to be where I was able to regain 
contact with LeMond’s lead group, so I attacked 
as soon as we joined them to surprise the 
competition. It wasn’t planned by the La Vie 
Claire team. We were used to keeping the racing 
aggressive, so I just did what I could.’

LeMond won the stage alone, a minute and 
12 seconds ahead of Millar, with Zimmermann 
third. Herrera was another half a minute behind, 
while Hampsten was fifth at 2min 20sec.

Hampsten’s efforts saw him claim the white 
jersey as best young rider, too, a classification 
he would lead from there into Paris, where he 
finished fourth overall. Not a bad Tour debut…

As for Hinault, he would lose 4min 39sec to 
LeMond, which left him still wearing the yellow 
jersey but now just 40 seconds ahead of his 
American teammate.

LeMond would do further damage in the 
Alps, leading to that famous moment on the 
stage to Alpe d’Huez when the two teammates 
would cross the finish line having linked hands, 
with Hinault finally conceding defeat.

Millar time
From having dominated on the slopes of 
Superbagnères to set up his first Tour win in 
1986, LeMond would lose his yellow jersey there 
in 1989 – teammate-less and exposed.

At the front of the race on Stage 10, defending 
Tour champion Pedro Delgado, having lost 2min 
40sec before the race had even begun by missing 

It may have been only 12 seconds 
that Fignon gained from LeMond 
on the line, but he had started  
the day just five seconds down

his start time in the prologue time-trial, clearly 
had something to prove. As the race moved onto 
the slopes of Superbagnères for the finale of the 
stage, the Spaniard moved forward to link up 
with earlier breakaway riders Charly Mottet  
and Millar. Delgado’s constant pressure would 
soon put Frenchman Mottet in trouble, and  
only Millar could follow his wheel. 

With 100m to go, Millar attacked, and 
Delgado had no answer. The Scotsman won the 
stage, his third at the Tour following victories  
in 1983 and 1984, and more than making up for 
the disappointment of missing out to LeMond  
on Superbagnères three years before.

In terms of the Tour’s general classification, 
though, the real action was happening back 
down the climb. France’s Laurent Fignon, 
sensing that LeMond in the yellow jersey might 
be struggling, started to turn the screws, then 
launched an attack inside the final kilometre.  
At first the American managed to claw his way 
back up to the Frenchman, but the effort put 
him deep into the red, and when Fignon pushed 
on his rival had no answer.

LeMond, defeated, virtually slumped over his 
bike, his nose just inches from his fluoro yellow 
bike computer (everything was fluorescent 
yellow in the late 80s, from LeMond’s regular 
ADR team kit, to his sunglasses, to his podium 
cap, to his now sweat-covered bike computer).
It may have been only 12 seconds that Fignon 
gained from the American on the line, but 

P 

having started the day just five seconds down,  
it was enough to put him in yellow. And in  
this Tour more than any other in history,  
seconds were vitally important. By the end  
of the final time-trial in Paris 12 days later, 
Fignon would have lost the race to LeMond  
by just eight of them.

Friends reunited
While the likes of Hinault and LeMond have 
experienced both ends of the spectrum of 
cycling emotions on Superbagnères, Hampsten 
would enjoy consistently good rides in both 1986 
and 1989, first as LeMond’s teammate and then 
as a leader in his own right at 7-Eleven.

Hampsten’s attack on Superbagnères had 
been instrumental in teammate LeMond’s 1986 
Tour victory, and in 1989 he would again be there 

almost by LeMond’s side – although on a rival 
team – eventually beating his stricken former 
team leader to the line by three seconds.

That left Hampsten in fifth place overall,  
but his form would fall away in the Alps and  
he would eventually arrive in Paris outside  
the top 20.

The climb of Superbagnères surely has  
plenty more Tour stories like these yet to tell. 
So while the proud old Grand Hotel high on 
its summit, with stunning views out onto the 
Pyrenees, awaits its next batch of winter ski 
guests, here’s hoping a way will be found for  
it to once again be pressed into action in 
welcoming a similar influx of colourfully  
clad characters around the middle of July.
Ellis Bacon is a freelance writer and co-author 
of The Cycling Anthology (Yellow Jersey Press)
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Above: Alpe d’Huez  
first appeared at the 

Tour de France in 1952, 
and has featured 

another 29 times since 

Right: A monument  
to Portuguese cyclist 

Joaquim Agostinho, 
who won on the 

mountain in 1979 but 
died from a head injury  

after colliding with  
a dog on the 1984  

Tour of the Algarve

Alpe
d’Huez
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Alpe d’Huez b HC climbs

With its famous 21 hairpins and a history  
of race-defining moments, Alpe d’Huez  
sits at the very peak of classic Tour climbs
Words ELLIS BACON  Photography GEORGE MARSHALL

I f you really had to choose – and we’re 
asking you to right now – which climb 
used by the Tour de France would you 
pick as the most iconic between Mont 
Ventoux and Alpe d’Huez?

The Ventoux, of course, sticks out – and up 
– like a sore thumb, towering over the Provençal 
landscape with its white moonscape summit 
and red-and-white-striped candy-cane 
observation tower on top.

But ‘The Giant of Provence’ also has its 
dark side: 2017 marked the 50th anniversary 
of British pro Tom Simpson’s death. It’s a 
horror few other mountains have to shoulder. 
Alpe d’Huez, in the heart of the French Alps, 
meanwhile, is all hairpin bends and party time.

Arguably the most terrible thing to have 
happened there is what happened to Giuseppe 
Guerini at the Tour in 1999, when he was 
knocked off his bike by an overenthusiastic, 
camera-toting German fan.

Guerini – an Italian climber on the German 
Telekom team – looked all set to win the 10th 
stage to Alpe d’Huez. Alone, and having just 
gone under the kilometre-to-go banner,  P 



Left: the climb of Alpe 
d’Huez has become  
the spiritual home of 
Dutch cycling fans, as 
evidenced by the graffiti 
on the road. This scrawl 
would appear to be 
Dutch for ‘Come on 
French grandpa!’
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Scores of Dutch brave whatever 
the weather to dress in orange – 
in various states of undress – and 
drink and dance like lunatics
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Guerini was suddenly, and inexplicably, 
dumped off his bike. The amateur photographer 
had stepped out of the roadside crowd and 
into the road to line up a picture – nothing 
unusual there – but had then remained in the 
road, seemingly unaware of the ‘objects in the 
viewfinder are closer than they appear’ aspect  
of holding a camera up to your face.

While familiar with the closeness of 
spectators – you can’t not be if you’ve led  
the Tour de France up Alpe d’Huez’s hairpins  
– Guerini hardly expected someone to be 
standing smack-bang in the middle of the  
road, and hit the budding David Bailey with 
enough force to knock them both over.

The fan did at least have the wherewithal to 
help the Italian rider back up and push him on 
his way, albeit sheepishly, but it was heart-in-
the-mouth stuff. Happily, Guerini was able to 
win the stage regardless, still with a 20-second 
advantage over second-placed Pavel Tonkov. 
The spectator in question was even able to find 
Guerini afterwards to apologise to him, and the 
two could have a jolly old laugh about it.

Taking the…
If Guerini’s story about the Alpe sounds as if 
it borders on Some Mothers Do ’Ave ’Em-like 
comedy, try Michel Pollentier’s tale for size.

The Belgian won Stage 16 on the Alpe in 1978, 
which was enough to take the leader’s yellow 

Alpe d’Huez b HC climbs

jersey. But while Pollentier was supposedly 
giving a urine sample after the stage, anti-
doping doctors discovered that he was in fact 
using a tube leading from a hidden bulb full 
of someone else’s (clean) urine in an effort to 
evade being caught. Pollentier was chucked 
off the race, and the stage was instead awarded 
to second-placed Hennie Kuiper from the 
Netherlands, who had also won the stage  
to the Alpe the previous year.

The Dutch connection to the climb runs  
deep, and you really haven’t done Alpe d’Huez 
until you’ve experienced ‘Dutch Corner’ during 
the Tour – a euro-pop party that really does have 
to be seen to be believed.

Scores of Dutch fans/party-goers (you lose 
count after the fourth can of Oranjeboom) brave 
whatever the weather to dress in orange – in 
various states of undress – and drink and dance 
like lunatics in the days leading up to an Alpe 
d’Huez Tour stage.

Such godless debauchery contrasts sharply 
with the story behind the Dutch connection to 
the climb. Hairpin bend number seven is home 
to the Notre Dame des Neiges church, which 
between 1964 and 1992 boasted a Dutch priest  
in Father Jaap Reuten.

Summit of nations
The Alpe first appeared on the Tour route  
in 1952 – a year later than the Ventoux’s  
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Far right: Signs count 
down each of the Alpe’s 

famous hairpin bends, 
and list previous  

stage winners

debut – when the stage was won by Italian 
cycling icon Fausto Coppi. There was then a 14-
year gap before it appeared again, in 1976, when 
Dutchman Joop Zoetemelk won the day. That 
was to be the first of eight stage wins by Dutch 
riders in 29 appearances, or 30 if you count it 
having been climbed twice on Stage 18 of the 
2013 Tour to mark the race’s 100th edition.

Italy is one Alpe stage-win away from 
equalling the Dutch masters. The first of those 
seven Italian stage victories came courtesy of 
Coppi, but the other six all came in the 1990s. 
Italian riders ensured that no other nationality 
won on the Alpe in the 90s apart from the USA. 
That first – and still only – American Alpe stage 
win came in 1992 courtesy of Motorola’s Andy 
Hampsten (Lance Armstrong’s later two wins 
have been scratched from the history books).

French riders have won the last three of the 
Tour’s visits to the climb, which still only brings 
home-nation wins to a total of four, 1986 having 
been the only other time a Frenchman has won 
there, thanks to Bernard Hinault.

That year, Hinault crossed the line hand-
in-hand with his La Vie Claire teammate Greg 
LeMond. The American had helped Hinault win 
the Tour in 1985 (still, almost unbelievably, the 
last French Tour win) and in return Hinault had 
promised his younger teammate assistance to 
win in 1986. And that’s just what happened, 
although Hinault didn’t exactly always appear 
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LeMond took the 
1986 Tour title 
and let Hinault 
roll home a little 
ahead of him  
on the Alpe
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FROM BOURG D’OISANS
Summit: 1,803m

Altitude gain: 1,073m

Length: 13.8km

Average gradient: 8.2%

Maximum gradient: 12%

Times in the Tour de France: 

30 (including twice on Stage 

18, 2013)

Most recent summit leader: 

Thibaut Pinot (2015)

Current best Strava time:

KoM Thibaut Pinot (France) 

38min 09sec

QoM Emma Pooley (UK) 

48min 10sec
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Above: The Notre Dame 
des Neiges church on 
hairpin 7 was home  
to Dutch priest Father 
Jaap Reuten from 1964 
to 1992 – one of the 
mountain’s original 
links to the Netherlands 

Left: More graffiti 
trumpets Marco 
Pantani’s record  
time for ascending  
the Alpe in 1997.  
Pantani’s time is 
actually listed as 37min 
35sec, 20 seconds 
quicker than the tribute 
painted on the wall here

730m, with a  
gradient of 10.6% 
in first kilometre

1,803m

Incline of 9.4% 
approaching 8km

Gradient rises 
from 8.4% to 
9.0% at 10.5km
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to be keeping his word. The thought of a sixth 
Tour title must have been tempting.

But LeMond took the 1986 Tour title – his  
first of three – and let Hinault roll home a little 
ahead of him on the Alpe that day to take the 
stage victory as a mark of thanks and respect.

Spanish flyer
Spain has won three times on Alpe d’Huez,  
and Carlos Sastre is the last rider to both win  
on the Alpe and go on to win the whole Tour  
in the same year, in 2008. The only other rider  
to have done that is Fausto Coppi, in 1952,  
when the climb first featured in the race.

Sastre’s CSC teammate Frank Schleck, of 
Luxembourg, held the yellow jersey going into 
Stage 17 of the 2008 Tour, but team manager 
Bjarne Riis took advantage of the luxury of 
having multiple riders in his CSC squad still  
in a position to win the race overall, and so  
sent Sastre on the attack to put their rivals  
under pressure.

Sastre kept piling the on the pain, while  
the likes of Bernhard Kohl, Denis Menchov  
and Cadel Evans struggled to contain him.

Sastre, it has to be said, was always more 
likely to put in a better time-trial performance 

P than Schleck in the 53km individual test three 
days later, although most expected Australia’s 
Evans – far superior to both of them against the 
clock – to overturn Sastre’s one-and-a-half-
minute advantage.

Sastre clung on to yellow, however, losing 
only 30 seconds to Evans across the 53km TT 
route, which was enough to ride into Paris the 
next day as winner of the Tour by 58 seconds.

Enter the arena
Its 21 hairpin bends, which zig-zag frenetically 
from the town of Bourg d’Oisans at its base up 
to the summit, truly define the Alpe. The fact 
that plaques bearing the name of the past stage 
winners adorn each bend of the climb only adds 
to its place in history.

It feels a bit like stepping onto the turf at 
Wembley when just a few hundred metres out of 
Bourg d’Oisans you can find yourself right in the 
middle of the arena in which some of the world’s 
most famous cycling battles have taken place. 

The climb feels exactly like you imagine it to 
be after having seen it on television. Few other 
climbs give you that same feeling of familiarity, 
and it’s those famous hairpin bends that do it. 
Even without the benefit of roadside spectators, 

Carlos Sastre is the last rider to win 
on the Alpe and win the Tour in the 
same year, in 2008. The only other 
to have done that is Coppi, in 1952



Above: The famous 
numbered bends of 

Alpe d’Huez actually 
number 22, not 21.  

Sign number ‘0’ was 
added in 2011 in 

memory of Dutch rider 
Bas Mulder, who died of 

lymphoma aged 24

HC climbs b Alpe d’Huez

whenever you claw your way around each 
corner and look up the road towards the next 
one, it makes you feel like you’re in the race.

And if you really want to push for a 
connection to the dark side of cycling, you’ll 
discover the Alpe’s link to Marco Pantani.  
The Italian climber – winner of both the Giro 
d’Italia and the Tour de France in 1998 – died 
from a cocaine overdose in 2004, but still holds  
the record for the fastest ascent of the 13.8km  
climb: 37min 35sec, recorded at the 1997 Tour.

Amateur climbers pit themselves against 
the Alpe’s 8% average slopes year-round, and 
even taking twice as long as Pantani did to reach 
the summit would count as a job well done. In 
fact, completing the climb at any speed is an 
achievement well worth adding to your own 
cycling palmarès should you get the chance.
Ellis Bacon is a freelance writer and co-author 
of The Cycling Anthology (Yellow Jersey Press)

If you really want to 
push for a connection to 
the dark side of cycling, 
you’ll discover the Alpe’s 
link to Marco Pantani
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T
he Col de la Madeleine in the French 
Alps is one serious climb: all 28.3km 
of it up its longest flank, from the 
town of Aigueblanche. It’s that sheer 
distance that makes the Madeleine 

so tough. The average gradient over that distance 
is ‘only’ 5.4%, but it’s one of those climbs that 
ramps up and up, and reaches gradients of 10% 
towards the summit. From that same northern 
side, but starting from Feissons-sur-Isère, it 
averages 6.2% for 25.3km, while the southern 
side, from the charmingly named town of La 
Chambre, is still long, at 19.2km, but with a 
much steeper average incline of 7.9%.

The Madeleine last featured on the Tour  
route in 2013, on Stage 19 between Bourg 
d’Oisans and Le Grand-Bornand, using that 
tougher but shorter side from La Chambre,  
with the climb starting 60km into what  
was an epic 204km stage.

That day, France’s Pierre Rolland, of the 
Europcar squad, led the race over the summit 
– although Portugal’s Rui Costa eventually won 

Col de la 
Madeleine

Even for the pros,  
the Madeleine requires  

a long slog in the saddle.  
Which means plenty of  

time to take in the views
Words ELLIS BACON 

 Photography GEORGE MARSHALL

This double hairpin 
awaits riders on the 
north side of the Col  
de la Madeleine, just  

over a kilometre  
below the summit
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the stage – but it was a climb that Rolland was 
very familiar with, not only from his training 
rides in the Alps but also because he had won 
the stage that went over the Madeleine in 2012.

That year, Feissons-sur-Isère was the starting 
point of the climb, on a shorter, sharper 148km 
stage from Albertville to a summit finish at La 
Toussuire, with the Madeleine featuring as the 
first climb of the day. Rolland was keeping his 
powder dry, so it was Astana’s Fredrik Kessiakoff 
and Omega Pharma’s Peter Velits who scrapped 
over the points at the summit. 

Kessiakoff had lost the polka dot King of 
the Mountains jersey the day before, and was 
determined to score big points to take it back. 
Velits had his own designs on the jersey, and 
managed to be first over the summit, but 
Kessiakoff’s second place was enough for  
him to wrestle the polka dot jersey back  
from Rolland’s Europcar teammate Thomas 
Voeckler, who had won the stage in Bellegarde-
sur-Valserine the previous day.

After the Madeleine, Rolland made his move 
on the Col de la Croix de Fer, beating Kessiakoff 
to the top and then continuing his attack on the 
descent. On the final climb up to La Toussuire, 
Rolland was at the head of affairs, taking a 
crowd-pleasing solo win by just under a minute 
from countryman Thibaut Pinot and future  
Tour winner Chris Froome.

It was Europcar’s second stage win in as  
many days, and a second Tour stage win for 

MAD FOR IT  
47.5km of ups and downs

Col de la 
Madeleine

The Madeleine played a 
key role on the famous 
stage to La Plagne at the 
1987 Tour: the ‘It looks 
like Roche!’ one, in the 
words of Phil Liggett

France’s Richard 
Virenque and Belgium’s 

Lucien van Impe are  
the Tour’s kings of the  

Col de la Madeleine. 
They’re the only riders 

to have been first to  
the summit three times
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FROM THE SOUTH 
(La Chambre)
Height at summit: 2,000m

Altitude gain: 1,522m

Length: 19.2km

Average gradient: 7.9%

Maximum gradient: 11%

Times in the Tour de France: 13

Most recent summit leader: 
Pierre Rolland, Europcar, 2013 

Current best Strava time: 
KoM Laurens ten Dam,  
1h 3m 58s 
QoM Kate George, 1h 27m 16s
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Rolland, adding to his first at Alpe d’Huez  
the year before.

‘The Madeleine is one of the iconic Tour 
climbs,’ Rolland, who’s signed with Cannondale 
Pro Cycling for the 2016 season, tells Cyclist. ‘It’s 
very long, and very tough, which shows in that it 
takes more than an hour to climb.’ (That’s at pro 
racing pace – the average Joe can expect to take 
at least twice as long as that.)

Rolland knows all about the Madeleine, 
having so regularly been a protagonist on one  
of his favourite climbs: ‘I’ve been at the front of 
the race going over the top of it at events such 
as the Dauphiné Libéré and the Tour, and it’s 
always special, even though it’s so hard.’

It’s a lush, green climb, with the road 
affording spectacular views across the valley 
floor, and across to the snowy peaks of Mont 
Blanc and the surrounding Alpine climbs.

In total, the Madeleine has made 25 
appearances at the Tour de France, having first 
been used in 1969 on Stage 10 from Chamonix  
to Briançon, when Spain’s Andrés Gandarias  
had the honour of christening it as the first  18 20P 
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rider to the top, while Herman Van Springel  
of Belgium went on to win the stage.

It has been used eight times since 2000, 
although it has yet to be a stage finish, usually 
featuring en route to finishes at Le Grand-
Bornand, Alpe d’Huez or La Plagne.

Game of two halves
‘I find it hard to say which side of the Madeleine 
is more difficult,’ says Rolland. ‘Both sides are 
very tough, but it’s a beautiful route both from 
Feissons-sur-Isère and La Chambre, with a great 
road surface too. Like all high-altitude climbs, 
the Madeleine gets very tough once you get to 
that kind of altitude.’

At exactly 2,000m at the summit, the 
Madeleine is up with the highest of the Tour 
regulars – dream-conjuring mountains whose 
names trip off the tongue as part of bike-racing’s 
vernacular: Iseran, Bonette, Glandon, Croix de 
Fer, Izoard, Tourmalet, Madeleine.

The Madeleine played a key role on the 
famous stage to La Plagne at the 1987 Tour: the 
‘It looks like Roche!’ one – those famous words 
uttered by commentator Phil Liggett – when 
Irishman and eventual Tour winner Stephen 
Roche made a monumental effort to get back 
into contention for the title having been dropped 
by race leader Pedro Delgado on the final climb 
up to the finish at La Plagne. 

The Madeleine had been the previous climb 
and there Roche had led the race alone, having 
attacked Delgado on the descent of the first 
climb of the day, the Col du Galibier, fearing the 
Spaniard’s climbing ability. Delgado, back in 
yellow having taken it from Roche the day before 
at Alpe d’Huez, held a 25-second lead over  
Roche overall, but the Irishman was determined 
to keep within touching distance of the race  
lead in the hope of taking back time in the final  

Heading up the Col de la 
Madeleine from the 

south may be tough and 
curvy but at least  
you can stock up  
on snacks at the 

chocolate shop hidden 
among these hairpins

P 
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time-trial three days later, which is exactly 
how it eventually played out.

Roche’s plan almost backfired when he 
was pulled back by Delgado and his Reynolds 
teammates before the start of the final climb. 
He looked like losing the race, but his heroics in 
the final few kilometres saved him. The stage is 
fondly remembered as a game of chess played 
out over some of the Tour’s toughest climbs.

But Rolland et al will have to wait for the 
Madeleine’s next Tour de France chapter:  
it doesn’t feature on this year’s route, but it’s  
a French favourite that’s certain to return.
Author and journalist Ellis Bacon now has the 
song Climb Every Mountain stuck in his head

FROM THE NORTH (Aigueblanche)
Height at summit: 
2,000m

Altitude gain: 1,533m

Length: 28.3km

Average gradient: 5.4%

Maximum gradient: 
10.4%

Times in the Tour de 
France: 12

Most recent summit 
leader: Peter Velits, 
Omega Pharma-Quick-
Step, 2012
KoM Laurens ten Dam, 

1h 5m 20s

QoM Maria Adamsen, 
1h 44m 49s
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Gradient peaks 
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Above: The ride down 
towards Albertville 
affords memorable 

views towards Mont 
Blanc, the highest  

peak in the Alps 
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F
ew sights in cycling – or bike racing, 
at least – are quite as hallowed as 
that of a red-and-white-striped 
mast crowning a mountain that 
rises high towards the heavens. 

Mont Ventoux inspires, delights, frightens and 
punishes in equal measure. It is a climb that few 
would disagree is one of the two top potential 
challenges Tour de France organisers have at 
their disposal when planning each year’s route. 
The other is Alpe d’Huez, and you can argue 
among yourselves as to which one is ‘better’.

But while Alpe d’Huez, with its famous 21 
hairpin bends (or is it 22? See Issue 49), provides 
a stern challenge in itself, it is surrounded by 
its Alpine siblings – some taller, some shorter. 
The Ventoux, by contrast, towers above the 
surrounding countryside. This part of Provence 

 Ventoux
Standing solitary amid the rolling hills of Provence, Mont Ventoux 

represents a legend in cycling unrivalled by any other climb
Words ELLIS BACON  Photography GEORGE MARSHALL

The iconic red and 
white striped mast at 
Ventoux‘s summit is 
visible for much of the 
climb – a constant 
reminder of how far  
you still have to go

– 60 kilometres north-east of Avignon – is far 
from flat, but the other, lower climbs blend into 
each other, with tree-lines rising and falling 
gently with the lie of the land.

The Ventoux rises from its environs like a bald 
mountain; indeed that is exactly what locals call 
it – le mont chauve – thanks to an almost total 
lack of vegetation on its upper slopes. White 
with snow in winter, and almost as white in 
summer due to its sun-bleached rocks –  
a ‘moonscape’, as it’s so often referred to –  
the Ventoux can be seen from a long way off.

Such is Mont Ventoux’s magnificence that it 
inspires not only cyclists to conquer it, but poets 
and writers too. The oft-quoted passage from 
French philosopher Roland Barthes’ 1957 book 
Mythologies about the Ventoux in his essay ‘The 
epic Tour de France’, holds up the race’s visits 
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DO THE VENTOUX  
Slay the Giant of Provence

Mont  
Ventoux

there as the highlight of any Tour route. Other 
climbs in the Alps and the Pyrenees, Barthes 
writes – tough though they are – feel as though 
they are just there to be crossed. The Ventoux, 
however, ‘is a true mountain – an evil god to 
whom sacrifices must be made’; it is a climb that 
‘never forgives the weak’.

A new book, whose title alone encapsulates 
the climb – Ventoux: Splendour And Suffering 
On The Giant Of Provence – is to be published 
next year, which will also be the 50th 
anniversary of British rider Tom Simpson’s 
death on Ventoux’s slopes, and brings the  
story of the climb bang up to date.

Its author Jeremy Whittle, the cycling 
correspondent for The Times, has spent more 
time than most in the shadow of the Ventoux, 
and takes up where Barthes left off.

‘There is no climb like the Ventoux,’ he says. 
‘It is extreme, dangerous, and out of place. It’s 
the “killer mountain” that rises out of bucolic 
rolling vineyards and olive groves and is visible 
from miles away. It is a brutally steep road to 
nowhere that climbs into the sky simply to  
get to the wind-blasted summit.

‘It doesn’t take you anywhere other than up 
towards the heavens – hence all the pseudo-
religious writing about it. There is nothing 
when you get there; it’s a harsh, intimidating 
mountain in every sense, and even on the best  
of days it’s no place to hang around.’

Mont Ventoux is often described as having its 
own climate, quite a world apart from whatever 
weather the surrounding area is enjoying. 
At the summit, you can experience searing, 

At the summit,  
you can experience 
searing heat, terrible 
storms, and every 
type of weather in 
between. Ventoux, 
not the season, 
decides

Mont Ventoux’s 
distinctive appearance 
and climate is a key 
feature of the region – 
this sign painted on the 
road is a protest against 
government plans to 
turn the area into a 
Regional National Park

blinding heat, as though your proximity to the 
sun has halved, or terrible, raging storms whose 
impossibly strong winds try to knock you from 
your bike and back down to earth where you 
belong. And every type of weather in between. 
Ventoux, not the season, it seems, decides.

‘I once left the valley below in 28-degree 
heat, but then had to turn back from the summit 
because of sleet,’ Whittle recalls.

No respite
When it comes to duelling with Alpe d’Huez for 
the title of ‘best-loved Tour climb’, Whittle is in 
no doubt as to which climb is superior: ‘I love 
the Alpine climbs, but the Ventoux appeals to  
me more because of the stunning Provencal 
setting and the extreme weather patterns.

‘And unlike the Alpe with its many hairpins, 
the Ventoux offers no respite,’ he continues. 
‘There is only one real hairpin – the Virage du 
Bois [halfway up the climb from the village 
of Bédoin] – so the climb becomes a mental 
challenge as well as a physical one.’

That red-and-white-striped mast tower, by 
the way, is part of the weather observatory at the 
summit, and doubles as a perverse cherry on the 
top of one of cycling’s most unforgiving climbs.

The observatory is both a goal and a mocking 
mistress, in sight for far too long, especially for 
riders ascending from Bédoin in the south. After 
emerging from the forest covering the lower 
portion of the climb, riders soon arrive at the 
restaurant at Chalet Reynard. It’s a tempting 
rest-stop for many cyclotouristes, but from there 
the Ventoux’s final six or so kilometres are truly P 
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FROM THE SOUTH (Bédoin)
Height at summit: 1,912m

Altitude gain: 1,638m

Length: 21.4km

Average gradient: 7.6%

Maximum gradient: 12%

Times in the Tour de France: 14

Most recent summit leader: Chris Froome, 
Team Sky, 2013

Current best Strava time:
KoM Laurens ten Dam, Netherlands,  
1h 00m 31s

QoM Hélène Marcouyre, France, 1h 19m 27s
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brutal. The observatory never seems to get any 
closer as riders are buffeted by Mistral winds or 
baked in the summer sun.

The Bédoin route has always been favoured 
by the Tour, but the ascent from the north, from 
Malaucène, is just as challenging. Both sides 
offer just over 21km of climbing with an average 
gradient of around 7.5%. There is a third route, 
too, from Sault in the east, which joins the 
Bédoin route at Chalet Reynard for those six final 
gruelling kilometres, though it’s longer in total 
at 26km, and so less severe in average gradient.

If you fancy trying to conquer all three 
within 24 hours, make it official by first visiting 
clubcinglesventoux.org for the rules of how to 
become a cinglé du Mont Ventoux (basically,  
a Mont Ventoux nutter).

Up and down
Argument abounds as to whether the summit 
of ‘The Giant of Provence’ lies at 1,909m or 
1,912m. It used to be claimed as the former, but 
consensus now leans towards the latter and 
the sign attached to the railings of a viewing 
platform above the souvenir shop has been 
altered to reflect that. The fact that said sign is 
three metres higher than the road below might 
have something to do with it.

Confusingly, a separate sign by the roadside 
as you reach the summit has it at 1,911m, but 

Whichever route you 
take going up, it’s 

usually followed by one 
of the most exhilarating 

descents of your life
The lack of vegetation 
on the upper slopes of 
the Ventoux has seen  
it regularly described  
as a ‘moonscape‘
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FROM THE NORTH (Malaucène)
Height at summit: 1,912m

Altitude gain: 1,534m

Length: 21.2km

Average gradient: 7.2%

Maximum gradient: 12%

Times in the Tour de 
France: 1

Most recent summit 
leader: Lucien Lazaridès, 
1951

Current best Strava time:
KoM Loïc Ruffaut, France, 
1h 06m 58s

QoM Maryka Sule, 
Canada, 1h 33m 48s
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kilometres from the summit. His teammate, 
Colin Lewis, still vividly remembers the moment 
he realised that a fallen rider up ahead was his 
team leader. ‘As I got closer, I could see it was 
Tom,’ he says in the book Great British Cycling. 
But the British team manager, Alec Taylor, who 
was already with Simpson, urged Lewis to push 
on and be ready at the top to help Simpson make 
up for lost time on the descent, à la Aimar.

‘All the way down the other side of the 
Ventoux, towards Malaucène, I kept looking 
behind to see where Tom was,’ remembers 
Lewis. ‘He never arrived.’

Having collapsed at the roadside, Simpson 
couldn’t be revived and was pronounced dead 
later that afternoon, having been airlifted to the 
hospital in Avignon. It was later revealed that 
amphetamines were found in his pockets, and 
that a combination of doping, exhaustion and 
the extreme heat of that July day all contributed 
to his death.

Today, a stone monument where he fell has 
become a place of pilgrimage for riders and 
visitors alike. Watch this year as many of the 

‘All the way down 
the other side of the 
Ventoux, I kept  
looking behind to  
see where Tom was.  
He never arrived’

whatever the true altitude, reaching it is 
usually followed by one of the most exhilarating 
descents of your cycling life. Indeed, at the 1967 
Tour, defending champion Lucien Aimar was 
clocked by a police motorbike rider as having 
reached 140kmh on the way down to Malaucène.

The Tour first climbed the Ventoux in 1951, 
when it ascended from Malaucène, and has since 
visited 14 more times, each time from Bédoin, 
with nine of those occasions having used the 
climb as a summit stage finish. 

It is the visit of the 1967 Tour – the same one  
at which Aimar recorded his speedy descent – 
that is best remembered, however, and for all  
the wrong reasons.

Heading into that 1967 Tour as leader of 
the British national team, Tom Simpson was 
beginning to enjoy celebrity status in his home 
country and was well loved by fans on the 
continent too, having won the 1965 Road Race 
World Championships and been named the BBC’s 
Sports Personality of the Year that December.

On the 13th July 1967, on the 13th stage from 
Marseille to Carpentras, Simpson collapsed two 
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Tour riders – the British ones in particular – 
give a silent nod in Simpson’s direction as they 
pass that spot. There is solidarity when it comes 
to fighting Ventoux.

Froome again?
Chris Froome is the last rider to have won  
a Tour stage on Mont Ventoux when he reached 
the summit alone in 2013, already wearing the 
yellow jersey, en route to his first overall title.

This year the Tour returns for another summit 
finish, and Froome will likely again be among 
the handful of favourites. Even if you miss the 
rest of this year’s Tour – although why would 
you? – make sure to tune in on Thursday 14th 
July. As in 2013, the Tour ascends Ventoux on 
Bastille Day, so the French public will have 
the day off work to line the roadsides in the 
desperate hope of seeing a French winner. 

Whether their wish is granted, or Froome 
becomes the first double stage winner on 
Ventoux – or indeed someone else writes their 
name into the Tour’s history books – rest assured 
that it will be the mountain itself that ultimately 
decides the day’s narrative. 
Freelance writer Ellis Bacon was happy to  
let Mont Ventoux decide his narrative

FROM THE EAST (Sault)
Height at summit: 1,912m

Altitude gain: 1,151m

Length: 25.7km

Average gradient: 4.5%

Maximum gradient: 11% 

Current best Strava time:
KoM Romain Garcin, France, 1h 03m 03s

QoM Jirina Jochmans, Belgium,  
1h 17m 40s
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The Tour ascends the 
Ventoux on Bastille Day, 
so the French public will 
be lining the roadsides 
desperately hoping for  
a French winner
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